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rim-shots.
He was one of the few swing
drummers to be totally comfortable in the bop
setting and thus became an influence on many
later drummers.

‘Straight, No Chase’
The other day I was
reminiscing about the most
enjoyable jazz performances
I have witnessed and my
mind turned to Tommy
Chase whom I last saw in
1994. For those who don’t know of Tommy
Chase, he was born in Manchester in 1947, and
became a largely self-taught drummer, turning
professional at age 17 to play in summer shows,
plays and on cruise liners. Based in London in the
early 1970s, he gigged regularly with guitarist
Dave Cliff, Ray Warleigh, Art Themen and Harry
Beckett and formed his own sextet including these
four in 1975. He worked with visiting Americans,
Joe Albany, Al Haig and Jon Eardley, also touring
Germany and recording with
the last named.

I remember Tommy Chase as a powerhouse
drummer and one of the sharpest looking
musicians I ever saw. A short man with broad
shoulders and whose love and enthusiasm for the
music he played could seem bordering on the
aggressive to the uncommitted. There is one
apocryphal story which is probably better related
by former band member and now Head of Jazz at
Anglia Polytechnic University, Kevin Flanagan.
“After 10 years doing weddings, bar mitzvahs and
Blues tours of Germany in the back of transit vans
as a jobbing jazz saxophonist, my moment of
epiphany occurred one swelteringly hot night in
the 100 Club on Oxford street about 12 years ago.
As a member of the group stopped the music in
mid-flow to have a major
physical altercation with the
sound engineer in the middle of
a gig, my mind drifted towards
thoughts of perhaps pursuing a
music degree in a part-time
program at Goldsmiths I had
heard about. There had to be a
better way.”

His mid 1980’s quartets with
Alan Barnes and many other
younger musicians gained
considerable success and he
was in at the start of the Acid
Jazz movement when he
gained an unrivalled reputation
for exciting music. Many of
London’s finest dancers still
remember the legendary gigs
at The Wag Club, The 100
Club and Dingwall’s when the
energy of the band on stage
was only matched by the
frantic enthusiasm of the
audience.

He does not mention the identity
of the miscreant, however, but I
do
know
from
personal
experience how hot the 100
Club can be. One evening when
American Richie Cole was
guesting with Tommy, the
saxophonist appeared to be so
overcome with heat towards the
end of the first set that he lay his
instrument to one side and started singing
‘Tommy Chase, Tommy Chase’ in that preferred
slurred style of jazz singers. Tommy showed
great concern because, during the interval, he
took Richie outside for some fresh air. There was
no recurrence during the second set.

A tireless campaigner for hard bop and soul jazz, I
once got to ask him which drummer inspired him
the most (expecting it to be Art Blakey because of
the driving Blue Note style jazz). Instead he told
me that it was the oxymoronically named Big Sid
Catlett who was Louis Armstrong’s preferred
drummer in the late 1930s and early 1940s. He
had a bright, firm touch and absolute metrical
precision in his right hand ride patterns, which
allowed him to create unpredictable cross-accents
with the left, including his famous expertly timed

But where is he now? At this point I would like to
be issuing a warning to all those who go to a gig
to be seen and then insist on being heard by
talking continuously through the performance –
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‘Beware lest the drummer up on stage be Tommy
Chase’. Sadly, however, the news from Kevin
Flanagan is not good. Although Kevin has not
spoken to him in over a decade, he understands
that Tommy has been pretty ill on and off and that
there are conflicting rumours as to the cause –
strokes or a heart condition.

bouncers and gangs of drunks refused entry
became commonplace.
The “Rialto” was a cinema with a dance-hall over
it, in Upper Parliament Street, Liverpool 8, one of
the city’s worst districts (my best friend lived in
that street!). It was burned down in the Toxteth
riots of 1981 but had closed down as a
cinema/dance hall long before that. It was refurbished towards the end of the 50s and was
used to record some of the Merseybeat groups for
the small Oriole label, when the craze for the
Liverpool sound began. Gene Vincent appeared
there in 1959 and there is a great photo showing
him signing autographs for some local judies.

I only hope that the indomitable spirit, which
Tommy displayed in his passion for jazz, will carry
him through this difficult period.

Dave Carroll









1950’S SCRAPBOOK
Part 3

DANCE HALLS
by Neil Foster
Ballroom dancing was still very popular and only
began to decline in the late 50s, with the
competition from TV, Bingo etc. The dance hall
then was a male chauvinist pig’s paradise, to use
a modern phrase. The girls stood about in groups
on the edge of the dance-floor or along the walls,
waiting to be asked to dance. This apparent
submissiveness, however, was an illusion: the girl
still had the right of refusal and in fact some of
them seemed to get a big kick out of turning
people down, particularly humiliating in front of
one’s mates!

Right in the centre of town was the old-established
“Reece’s” ballroom, on the third floor of a building
devoted to food. I always called this place “The
Last Chance Saloon” as the women there were
much older than elsewhere, with lots of divorcees,
peroxide blondes and “no-hopers”. The band did
play some music to jive to though, always
announced by the elderly bandleader as
“Dixieland, or those who want to jive”. I always
enjoyed this spot as the numbers were fast and
long.

I suppose it is unnecessary to state that very few
people of either sex went purely to dance (there
just wasn’t room to do the correct steps in any
case) and on Saturday nights the heat was terrific.
It was an opportunity to get to grips with the
opposite sex and “get off” with a partner.

At another dance hall in the centre, however, the
“Harlequin”, over a Burton’s store, things were
much stricter. I once tried to jive to a quickstep in
a corner (with a girl, of course!) and suddenly felt
a heavy hand on my shoulder. It belonged to one
of the bouncers who politely but firmly advised
me, “Sorry – no jiving allowed!”
I met most of my girl-friends at dance halls but, in
chatting them up, I always tried to avoid the “Do
you come here often?” opening gambit as the
Goons had ridiculed that one for all time with their
reply, “Only during the mating-season!”

Mick O’Toole apparently “getting off” with Maggie
Stredder

There were five main dance halls in Liverpool then
and they all had their own unique atmosphere.
The two biggest, the “Grafton” and the “Locarno”, I
never liked much – they were both very large and
impressive but a mile or so from the city centre.
They also seemed to attract some of the worst
types and Saturday night fights between the

THE END (until part 4)
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Kickin’ Keith Woods
Screams
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!

Lee Hooker, Freddie King, T-Bone Walker, etc.)
Education for rock fans maybe but for blues fans,
frustrating because I wanna hear ‘Buddy Guy’. We
did get some though, in the shape of ‘Feels Like
Rain’ reminding me why I am a big Buddy Guy
fan. Soul drenched impassioned vocals, beautiful
guitar work, likewise for ‘Five Long Years’.
At one point he dispensed with his band and sat
alone with an acoustic guitar performing ‘Done
Got Old’. Now this is the blues. Even then he
chose to follow it up with a predictable crowd
pleaser ‘Good Morning Little Schoolgirl’. In
between was material associated with other
people; some predictable (‘Hoochie-Coochie
Man’, ‘I Just Wanna Make Love To You’, ‘Stormy
Monday Blues’, ‘Sweet Sixteen’) and some less
predictable (‘Drowning On Dry Land’, ‘Love Her
With A Feeling’). The perennial walkabout kicked
off with Otis Redding’s ‘Tramp’ and led into an
instrumental workout which seemed to go on
forever. Great show of course as Buddy Guy
rarely does a duff gig but. Like I said earlier,
frustrating.

(Some people never grow up, do they?)

Buddy Guy
Jimmie Vaughan
Hammersmith Apollo
Wednesday 31st July

Support act Jimmie Vaughan, one-time axeman
with the Fabulous Thunderbirds, performed
material from his latest CD Dirty Girl, including
the title track, a couple of covers (Johnny Guitar
Watson’s ‘Motorhead Baby’, Lazy Lester's ‘Sugar
Coated Love’) and a
couple of tracks from
his Do You Get The
Blues CD from a few
years back. The
highlight for me was
a
track
I
am
personally unfamiliar
with entitled ‘Heaven
Calls Another Blues
Singer Back Home’. I
also enjoyed ‘Middle
Of The Night’ and
‘Stop Teasing Me’.

Ken Major and I were recently discussing the
difference between a white and a black act. If a
white act in their sixties can stand up straight and
sing near enough in tune, we come away
satisfied. If a black act (like Buddy Guy for
example) doesn't hang upside down from the
balcony by the tips of his toes and play the guitar
with his arse then we would think he is ill. Well
folks, he didn't hang upside down from a balcony
but he did just about everything else - walkabout
throughout the vast Apollo auditorium both up and
down, energy aplenty. Aaaah, I hear you cry, is it
the blues though? Well actually no, a lot of it is
not, but how many blues acts could sell out the
Hammersmith Apollo apart from Buddy Guy? B B
King obviously, and Robert Cray. Probably the
recently departed John Lee Hooker no doubt
would have done.

For me though, Jimmie Vaughan creates a
problem, this being the third time I have caught
him in action (the first being at the Bishopstock
Music Festival a couple of years back and the
second in Austin, Texas last year). He certainly
looks the part with his near rockabilly persona but
he don’t act it. Sorry but for me he ain’t a front
man; good guitarist for sure, adequate voice but
his lack of stagecraft seems to emphasise his
often clinical approach to his music. He finished
his set with a Thunderbirds inspired Rock'n'Roll
shuffle (didn't catch the title) which started off
great and even had me boppin’ around (I had a
standing room only ticket) but alas it went on and
on and on until I went off into a trance, where I got
to thinking about my lamb chops and whether or
not to grill them or prepare a casserole when I get
home.

Guy’s
audiences
these days are, for
the most part, rock
audiences and he
panders to them. He
knows where his
bread is buttered. I
guess this is the
reason why he feels
he has to, at every
show in recent years,
pay homage to the
greats of the blues
(Muddy Waters, the
aforementioned John
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Orleans feeling on ‘Louella’ and ‘Lay De Dah’
along with Louisiana favourites like ‘Cajun Man’
and some great rocking double entendres with
‘Play With Your Fiddle’. I get the impression that
Marcia gained confidence as the evening
progressed, little doubt though that the audience
were very much on her side from the word go.
Great show Marcia, you’ve broken the ice, when
are you coming back?

Marcia Ball
Jazz Café
Tuesday 23rd July

The Pirates
Borderline
Friday 9th August
The late Johnny Kidd, dead now for over 35 years,
would be proud of the fact that his boys (Mick
Green lead guitar, Johnnie Spence bass guitar,
Frank Farley drums) are still out there gigging 42
years after their massive number one hit ‘Shakin’
All Over’. The Pirates, of course, were lucky to
experience a career resurgence during the midSeventies punk era which found them making
appearances on Top Of The Pops. The audience
reflected very much that diversity; ageing punks
and pub rockers, indie curios checking out a
British Rock'n'Roll institution along with Teds and
oldies from the early days.

Marcia Ball at the Jazz Café, the news of which
took everyone by surprise. Very much unknown in
the UK or indeed Europe generally, we assumed,
wrongly, that this was her first trip to our shores.
We were corrected by long-time 'Tales From The
Woods' contributor/subscriber John Howard
(otherwise known in these pages as Mr Angry)
who advised us in no uncertain terms that the lady
has been here once before, back in the Eighties,
for a couple of low-key, small venue gigs. (Loved
your non-angry science-fiction piece in the last
issue John).

Bounding onto the
stage to a near
delirious welcome, all
looking fit and healthy
including,
I
am
pleased to say, Frank
Farley who has not
been in the best of health of late, beating the life
out of his skins, laying down that back beat, big
grin on his face, clearly enjoying every moment.
Revisiting their 1970s comeback era with ‘You
Don't Own Me’, next up they went right back to
their earliest days with ‘Please Don't Touch’. I
remember hearing this track being played on
Saturday afternoon record hops at the Tottenham
Royal, 13 or 14 years old, just breaking out of my
shell, now here I am all these years later, diggin’
the sound of Mick Green’s slashing guitar licks. A
few rows back from the stage, shoulder to
shoulder among a capacity filled venue including
long-time 'Tales From The Woods' subscriber
Geoff Goldstein and his mate from down the Old
Finchley Road area.

There was a very respectable turnout on this
humid evening in Camden Town for the Gal from
Louisiana who I have seen a number of times in
the States, both at the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival and in that funky little venue
Jimmy's, again in the ole Big Easy. On one
memorable occasion at Jimmy's, she hit the
bandstand at 1:00am and didn't leave it until
almost 5:00am. Were we shattered the following
day? You bet! She wore us out.
Opening up with ‘I Don't Want No Man’ she hit
sound gremlins straight away - the piano was lost
in the mix. She was backed up by her own band of
lead guitar/bass, drums and sax and, of course,
Marcia herself on piano and vocals. After sorting
out the sound for a moment or two, it all came
together with the second number, ‘Red Beans
Cookin’, which instantly transported yours truly
back to ole Louisiana. Marcia performed two sets;
the first of which I felt was a little stiff as though
Marcia was unsure of both the venue and her
audience. Can’t blame her for that. I have been
going to the Jazz Café for years and I am bloody
unsure about it myself.

Johnny Spence, who
handles the vocals
while laying down
some pretty solid bass
work, immediately built
up a rapport with the
admiring audience. Gags flew to and fro from the
stage in that self-deprecating humour so unique to
first generation British Rock'n'Roll acts. We got
quite a few Johnny Burnette rockabilly classics,
giving Mick Green plenty of opportunity to show

The second set really came together with
everything we have come to expect from a Marcia
Ball show - tight, very professional musicianship
between the lady and the band, stunning piano
playing, high energy showmanship, workouts
aplenty on ‘Fingernails’ and ‘Hey Big Shot', blues
drenched vocals on ‘St Gabriel’, funky New
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off his fret work including ‘Tear It Up’, ‘Lonesome
Train’, ‘Train Kept A Rollin’ and Burnette-styled
‘Drinkin’ Wine’ and ‘Honey Hush’. Along the way
we got Bo Diddley’s ‘I Can Tell’, Ray Sharpe's
‘Linda Lou’, Duane Eddy’s ‘Peter Gunn’ along with
their own ‘Casting My Spell’, ‘You’ll Never Go
Home’ and their Seventies biggie ‘We're All In It
Together’. They paid homage to their guvnor with
‘I'll Never Get Over You’ and, of course, ‘Shakin’
All Over’ while taking time out to pay tribute to
another British Rock'n'Roll hero and renowned
Looney tune, the late Vince Taylor with ‘Brand
New Cadillac’. It was hot and cramped but it sure
was fun.

and Jerry Hollingsworth on guitars, Shaver strode
out on to the compact stage, semi-acoustic hung
from his shoulders, looking like he should - a big
grizzly bear of a man - and opened up with one of
his own numbers ‘First And Last Time’.
With a catalogue of songs like he has under his
belt, he certainly doesn't need to stray. He barely
did apart from a haunting take on Hank Williams’
‘Tramp On Your Street’. During the course of his
90 minutes set we were treated to ‘Ride Me Down
Easy’, which both Jerry Lee Lewis and Elvis
Presley recorded, and he even tried out a song
that was still in the process of being
written, ‘Wild Cow Gravy’.

Billy Joe Shaver
The Underworld
Sunday 28th July

Billy Joe has lived a life with more than
his fair share of knocks, reflected in
songs like ‘Try And Try Again’, ‘Let The
World Call Me A Fool’, ‘You Wouldn't
Know Love’, gut bucket country ballads
aplenty in the shape of ‘Devil Made Me
Do It The First Time’, ‘When Fallen Angels Fly’,
‘Woman Is The Mother Of Us All’ and a rockabilly
take on the optimistic ‘Live Forever’. I guess
Shaver must be a born again Christian or has
found religion later in life. Any which way you
choose to bracket it, on ‘Sweet Mama Lay Your
Burden Down’ and ‘You Can't Beat Jesus Christ’
he got pretty close to sanctifying.

Well folks, this certainly caused a buzz
once news was out that Billy Joe was
booked to do a gig at The Underworld of all
places. Not the sort of venue you would expect to
find a traditional country singer/songwriter. Very
much in the bag of 'Tales From The Woods'
longest-serving contributor Tony Papard, a.k.a.
the Unacceptable Face of the Loony Left, but he
was not in attendance, no doubt on one of his
many holidays. At this very moment as I write,
Tony is aboard a luxury liner cruising the South
Pacific and, as you will no doubt observe
elsewhere in the magazine, he has only just
returned from Memphis, Tennessee (definitely in
the wrong job folks).

As it would not be a country gig without a little
flag-waving, we got the self explanatory ‘Good Old
USA’. Personal favourites? It's got to be ‘Honky
Tonk Heroes Like Me’ and ‘Blues All Over Me’. I
had no idea what to expect and came away
impressed, looking forward to the next time.

Memo Gonzales
and the Bluescasters
100 Club, Oxford Street
Sunday 30th June
The Underworld is situated beneath a sprawling
pub beside a busy road junction in the one-time
bohemian and now increasingly seedy area of
Camden Town. I certainly liked the venue, a dimly
lit cellar below the aforementioned public house.
Once inside I joined 'Tales From The Woods' Hall
of Fame winner Brian ‘Hardrock Bunter’ Clark and
this esteemed magazine’s very own Mr Angry,
John Howard, along with his charming wife Mary
who were deep in conversation with Accordion
Slim, reminiscing about the glory days of the sadly
missed Weavers, an oasis of roots music over in
deepest north-east London.

Memo Gonzalez is certainly a big man – at a
guess, I would say in his forties, a singing harp
blower from Dallas, Texas. He was backed up by
a German three-piece of lead guitar, bass and
drums and the lead guitarist, in the opinion of the
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board, was the
star of the show. The Stevie Ray Vaughan style
excess that seems to infiltrate most young white
blues guitarists was kept to a minimum. For sure,
the influence was there but he has obviously done
his homework. There was a considerable amount
of T Bone Walker and Freddie King in there as
well and T Bone’s ‘What’s The Reason’ popped
up during the course of the two sets.

Aware of Billy Joe’s song writing skills but beyond
that I knew little other than several years back he
was drafted in to replace the late, great Carl
Perkins when the rockin’ guitar man and Southern
gentleman was too ill to meet his commitments.
Backed up by Panama Red from West Virginia

As for Memo himself, well, he played good harp
but his voice was merely adequate, nothing
special. The choice of material was interesting –
hairy old chestnuts were kept out although we did
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get Otis Redding’s ‘Tramp’ (groan). Amongst the
covers they included the farm boy from Tupelo,
Mississippi’s ‘His Latest Flame’ and a near perfect
‘C’mon Little Mama’ as well as Chuck Willis’
‘Lawdy Miss Mary’.

looked and sounded as if he has been playing
with the ska man from time immemorial. The Aces
were tight and I mean tight – as tight as the red
slacks on the pretty dark haired chick with the big
brown eyes and page boy haircut who stood front
centre stage throughout the proceedings,
oblivious to the havoc around her, not taking her
eyes off her hero once – not even to catch sight of
my admiring (lecherous) glances.
Amazingly, this was the first time I had seen
Dekker in action, much to Darren’s surprise
(disgust?). I’ve danced to his records a thousand
times in many a seedy West London nightspot in
my transitional period between Ben Sherman
shirts and hush puppies through to growing my
hair down to my arse and embarking on a mission
to change the world, a career which I have chosen
to revitalise through the pages of 'Tales From The
Woods'. He was in fine voice throughout, treating
us to knockout takes of ‘Jamaica Ska’, ‘King Of
Ska’, ‘Good Lovin’ and ‘Problems’. The split tempo
of ‘Rude Boy’ had the punters going nuts with
scenes of the wildest pogoing I have seen outside
of the Clachan Bar at Stornoway in the Outer
Hebrides. We got abbreviated versions of ‘Blue
Moon’ and ‘People Get Ready’ and naturally along
came ‘It Mek’ and ‘You Can Get It If You Really
Want’, finally encoring with ‘The Israelites’.
Excellent. I enjoyed this.

As you’ve probably guessed by now, their blues
were mostly on the rockin’ side although among
their own material and covers they played it
straight on ‘Cute Little Woman’, ‘She Made Me
Cry’ and an amusing take on shagging outside the
family home on ‘What You Doing When You’re
Not Doing Me?’ They also made visits out to less
familiar territory via Titus Turner and Mitch Ryder,
so commendable in that sense. I knew literally
nothing about Memo and his band before
attending this evening at London’s most famous,
oldest and still best venue and I’m not much wiser
now. But enjoyable? Yes.

Desmond Dekker and the Aces
Dingwall’s, Camden Lock
Sunday 29th September

Slim Whitman (Farewell Tour)
Narvel Felts
Vanessa Barrett
Fairfield Halls, Croydon
Wednesday 9th October

There was a near capacity turnout for the king of
ska – more than a few punks, a lot of rudies from
ska’s short-lived mid to late seventies revival, a
handful of Mod and skin veterans with loads of
wild pogoing and beer flying like showers of rain.

Jimmy Crawford – Steel Guitar
John Kornak – Bass
Leigh Highwood – Lead Guitar
Lance Langridge – Drums
Jim Leventon – Rhythm Guitar
Nigel Portman-Smith – Keyboards
I made my way to the venue on this pleasantly
mild evening early, out of curiosity to see whose
faces I would find in the bar having a pre-gig
tipple. I spotted world famous Hemsby promoters
Willie and Varick Jeffrey fresh back from yet
another successful shindig in Norfolk and
Rocker’s Reunion impresario Ian Wallis
surrounded by a small yet admiring entourage
before I was joined by Brian ‘Little’ Jessup briefly
who then went wandering aimlessly around the
building to find a plant to chat to - sadly in vain I
heard (although I did hear later that he was seen
sitting cross-legged outside, cup of coffee in hand,
on the central reservation giving a pep talk to a
bunch of fading daffodils). Veteran 'Tales From
The Woods' contributor Tony ‘The Ted’ Papard
was soon amongst us, no doubt having a break
between the holidays, proudly sporting his
Sergeant Pepper era Beatles t-shirt, the friendly

Along with 'Tales From The Woods' contributors
Darren Vidler and Mr Jazz Junction himself, Dave
Carroll, I stood on the side platform at a safe
distance, observing the mayhem with benign,
bemused expressions on our faces. Old Des sure
looked good in tight black leather slacks, a flashy
polka dot cut away box jacket, black beret
perched sideways on his head and the
compulsory shades. His white haired lead
guitarist, glasses perched upon the tip of his nose,
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banter causing time to pass swiftly before taking
our seats in the considerably well-filled auditorium.

The first and last time (prior to this evening) that I
had witnessed Slim Whitman was at the
Lewisham Theatre in Catford back in 1993. Slim
was then a mere 71 years old and his voice was
still basically intact. However, it’s a long haul
through to 80 but he certainly looked good in his
trademark white cowboy suit with matching
beautiful big solid-base guitar. It was sadly evident
from the opening bars of ‘North Wind’ that his
once wonderful voice had deteriorated beyond all
recognition. Alas, it did not get any better and, at
times, he was almost inaudible. A hoarsely
whispered ‘Steel Guitar Man’ followed in which he
was now joined by his resident steel guitar player
from Nashville, Jimmy Crawford.

Vanessa Barrett opened the show with the band
who would remain on stage throughout the
proceedings (except steel guitarist Jimmy
Crawford). She was a totally unknown name to
me and, I suspect, much of the audience. She
had a CD to plug but surprisingly chose not to
announce the titles of any of the four songs from
it. Opening up with, I guess, ’Almost Home’; not
country, not anything really, very poppy, torchy in
a shrill, Celine Dion sort of way. The second
number was more interesting, at least in a lyrical
sense, ‘The Songs Remember When’. The
remaining two were predictable love ballads, ‘I
Keep Lookin’ and ‘Won’t Somebody Stand By Me’
leaving me, by now, getting restless and bored.
Her set finished in a country vein with a tribute to
the late Tammy Wynette which turned out to be
acceptable versions of ‘Good Girl Gonna Go Bad’,
‘Til I Can Make It On My Own’ and yeah, you
guessed it, ‘Stand By Your Man’.
Narvel Felts hit the stage with an appreciative
roar of approval from around the hall, punctuated
by a few whoops and hollers from the Hemsby
contingent (incidentally, Narvel acknowledged the
Hemsbyers during the course of his act). Although
I have now seen Narvel a number of times in
Rock'n'Roll shows, this was the first time for me in
a country setting. The man, of course, is a real
talent and can adapt to virtually any environment.
He just plugged in his guitar and away he went.
The sound was perfect, his voice crisp, powerful
and emotional, slipping into ‘Funny How Time
Slips Away’. Dobie Gray’s ‘Drift Away’ was next up
– excellent – and this had me adding a whoop of
approval. A contemporary country sound followed
with ‘Until She Passes By’ and then a little chat for
the uninitiated recalling his days at 706 Union,
before hitting the licks for ‘My Babe’. He paid
tribute to fellow Sun Rocker and legend Jerry Lee
Lewis with an impressive workout on ‘Great Balls
Of Fire’ giving the keyboard player the opportunity
to strut his stuff.

Slim had a considerable career resurgence in the
70s (at least in Europe) that was reflected on with
his next number ‘Rainbows Are Getting Back In
Style’. While performing ‘Happy Anniversary’, his
massive 1974 hit, he kept rubbing his back and it
was obvious the poor man was in pain – I really
felt for him. I wanted him to pull something out of
the bag, just for one song maybe, to sound like
the Slim Whitman of old. With ‘Lonesome Cattle
Call’ he almost managed the near impossible task
– that yodel which helped to make him a star was
indeed perfect. I struggled to catch the words of
‘Since You Went Away’, which was obviously a
moving country ballad. Slim then introduced his
son Byron and left the stage to him, shuffling off
into the wings, rubbing his back, desperately
attempting to hide the pain from a few thousand
eyes.

Narvel rarely, if ever, performs a show without
paying an emotional tribute to his son and onetime drummer in his band who was killed in a
tragic road accident back in the Nineties. Tonight
was no exception and, from the heart, he sang
‘Even Now’ which contained all the Narvel
trademarks like allowing the audience applause to
fade at the song’s finish before refraining the last
verse. His 70s glory days in the country charts
were revisited with songs Narvel Narvelised –
Jackie Wilson’s ‘Lonely Teardrops’ and Johnny
Adams’ ‘Reconsider Me’, exercising those vocal
chords to their full extent. Folks! This guy can
sing, can’t he? After a brief refrain of ‘Funny How
Time Slips Away’ he was gone leaving me
thinking “How can Slim Whitman possibly top
this?”

Byron Whitman is not his pa and never could be in
a million light years. So okay, he can sing in tune
in a voice that, at times, is quite full but someone
should tell this man that there is more to singing
than keeping time. His voice is void of tone, colour
and soul. By all accounts he is a successful
publisher, songwriter and no doubt an astute
manager of his father’s affairs. But a singer he
ain’t. He laboured through ‘Let Me Be There’,
‘There Goes My Everything’ and took a jog
through ‘Save The Last Dance For Me’ and ‘Help
Me’ (I wish someone would – to put this guy out of
his misery).
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That’s not all though, oh no! The worst is still yet
to come. ‘Blue Moon Of Kentucky’ complete with
the stupidest jig I have ever seen in my life (you
haven’t seen FatBellyPeat dance then – H) during
the instrumental break. It was like he was
auditioning for an amateur dramatic production of
Riverdance for Much Flogging in the Cotswolds.
Folks, this was embarrassing. Now I know how it
feels for every man, woman and child in Italy to
wake up each morning to the realisation that Silvio
Berlusconi is their Prime Minister! Thankfully, his
father returned to the stage leaving Byron to jig
merrily off into the wings.

head, a big man for sure. How many Roscoes
would it take to fill the Ain’t Nothin’ But bar?
Sensible answers on a postcard please.
He looked good, sounding confident, opening up
with ‘Hole In The Wall’ – very apt Roscoe, my
sentiments entirely – before taking us on a trip
down deep into Louisiana with ‘Raining In My
Heart’. Nice feel, Roscoe! So far, very good. He
visited Alvin Robinson’s back catalogue with
‘Something You Got Baby’. Good choice of
material, along with being one of my two personal
favourites of the set, the other being his own ‘Like
My Daddy Did’.

We got a few words about this being the farewell
tour – no ifs and buts. Indeed, emotion was
evident as he performed ‘The Last Farewell’
followed in quick succession by ‘I Will Love You
Still’ and his massive early Fifties hit ‘Indian Love
Call’. I groaned as Byron returned to the stage to
apply back up vocals on both ‘Do What You Do,
Do Well’ and ‘Green, Green Grass Of Home’.
Thankfully, he then left the stage for good to allow
his father to finish the show with ‘Tumbling
Tumbleweed’ along with what is still one of the
biggest hit records in popular music history ‘RoseMarie’ and finally an emotionally apt ‘My Best To
You’.

Then we got a crowd pleaser in ‘Hoochie-Coochie
Man’ – of course, the place was by now filling up
with the usual type who annoyingly hang out here
– before allowing himself to broaden out with
another of his own numbers ‘I Miss You So’. ‘Stick
To You Baby’ was done Louisiana shuffle style
and he closed his first set with ‘Don’t Look Now, I
Got The Blues’. This is the second time I have
caught Roscoe, the other being during our annual
pilgrimage to Utrecht, Holland. The best blues
festival in the world? Well, I ain’t found nothin’ to
beat it yet. Unfortunately I couldn’t stay for any
more sets – sorry, too late a finish, have to work
tomorrow – but I came away very satisfied.

Slim seemed to hover stage left as people hurried
to the exits as though not sure whether to take a
final bow before shuffling off and into history. It
pains me to say it but I think, personally, that Slim
Whitman did one tour too many. In years to come,
the way I want to remember him is back in 1993
when he was still great. Tonight was not the way
for one of the biggest stars in country music
history to take his final curtain.









Phew! Finally caught up with all my gig reviews.
Before I go, I’d like to say congratulations to 'Tales
From The Woods' long time contributors Shaky
Lee Wilkinson and Waxo Wilko Wilkinson who
have both married off daughters in the past
month. May I take this opportunity on behalf of the
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board to wish
them joy and happiness throughout the coming
years.

Roscoe Chenier
Ain’t Nothin’ But, Soho
Thursday 17th October

See you all next month.

Keith Woods

Like so many visiting American blues acts,
Roscoe was booked for three nights (Thursday
through to Saturday) and I chose to attend on the
first night gig for the simple reason that it presents
the only possible opportunity not only to see but to
hear in this tiny bar. Beer in hand, I claimed a spot
near the middle and barely ventured. The threepiece of lead guitar, bass and drums hit the
minute band stand around 9:45pm. “Subtle” is
how I would describe this outfit from Düsseldorf
and they remained that way throughout the
proceedings. No flashy guitar licks and no
showing off. Equally, while backing Roscoe they
remained restrained and respectful. They ran
through ‘T-Bone Shuffle’, their own ‘Sidetrack’ (I
think) and finally my main blues man Howlin’
Wolf’s ‘Do The Doo’.









(Last seen in issue 17, he’s back with Part 4)

BEGINNINGS
Recollections by Ralph Edwards

Part 4: Twang and Bang
We gain a lead guitarist and a drummer
The Crestas were down to 3 guitars, Ozzie, Lewy
and myself, when we heard of Bob Partridge, a
local youth, our age (16), with a full drum kit. Bob
had his kit permanently set up in his Mum's front
room where he played along with his swing and
dance band records, but, he had never played live
with a group. He agreed to join us and he was
terrific, streets ahead of any of the local

Soon Roscoe was making his way through the
throng, delightedly holding his guitar above his
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drummers. Bob was a thoroughly nice guy without
any big ego and he took to our Rock’n’Roll.

groups who got record deals and became known
keep cropping up. However, unlike the Beatles
and many others, most of our gigs were only
within an approximate 20 miles radius of
Shrewsbury. Apart from venues in town, we also
played in village halls.

Ozzie sometimes played a basic instrumental
break in a song but he passed the mantel to15
years old Keith Edwards (no relation to me) who
was a very adept lead guitarist and only lived
around the corner from him. Keith and I had been
morning paperboys at the same newsagents two
years previously. At the time I had been unaware
of his musical ability. Discussion was difficult until
you knew him better because he had the worst
stammer I ever encountered… until I heard his
mother.

From the skiffle days, Billy Winn and the Rhythm
Boys were, arguably, considered the top local
group. Mainly, because they won the local heats
at the Granada Cinema for the Carrol Levis
Discoveries which took them through to compete
on his T.V. show. We hadn't entered the talent
contest because it seemed too show-bizzy.
Although Billy was only the same age as us, he
was a born showman with an extrovert character
and a good versatile voice. They didn't win. I
thought Billy made a mistake by doing cross kicks
like Tommy Steele used to do; it made him look
like a copyist, in spite of their voices being
dissimilar.

For Bob's convenience, we started practising at
his house. Lewy would often arrive late and leave
early. After a while the group felt he wasn't
committed enough and eventually asked him to
leave. Quite why he didn't put in equal effort I do
not know, because, in retrospect, he probably had
greater musical ambitions than the rest of us. Now
our line-up was: - Ozzie (vocal & guitar), Keith
(lead guitar), me (rhythm guitar) and Bob (drums).

3 in Blackpool

Billy was the kind of entertainer who would move
about the stage and sing to individual girls without
inhibition. He'd tease in a mock-serious way, then
break into his cheeky grin. In fairness, I expect the
T.V. technicians made him stay on the spot
marked "X", so, he probably put the kicks in to
display energy in his performance. The studio
technicians soaped Billy's Hofner President guitar
to stop it flashing in the camera and blanking out
the screen. I later bought it from Bill before he
went to Australia. It was a lovely guitar: an
acoustic dance band style with "f" holes and a
single cut-away. I had it for a few years, but with
it's bevelled fret board I found I couldn't get the
country sound I was after, so, I part exchanged it
for a Hawk Jumbo. Today it would be worth a lot
more than the Jumbo.

Keith was a self-taught guitarist and played some
fairly inspired solos, but he would unnerve us by
improvising on bookings and drop some clangers.
He had been having classical piano tuition and
then started to neglect it, causing his parents to
stop him coming with us. Ozzie and I went round
to convince them how good a guitarist he was and
how much we needed him. They relented, on the
proviso that he kept his piano practice up.
A showpiece number we would do at venues that
had a tuned piano would begin with Keith playing
a stanza of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata
interrupted by Bob bursting in with a vigorous
martial beat catching the audiences off-guard,
then Ozzie and I would over-ride it with a rocking
rhythm and we'd all sally forth into "The Saints"
(When the Saints go marching in). Three years
later on Radio Luxembourg I heard Tony Sheridan
and the Beatles' version of "My Bonnie"(My
Bonnie lies over the ocean) and I thought it was
great but I couldn't buy it anywhere locally. On the
flipside was "the Saints". As with us, it must have
come into their repertoire via skiffle or Bill Haley.

We weren't the only ones coping with changes;
others were having their own traumas. How we
came to break up, I don't recall, but, Keith and
Bob joined Billy, so, I guess he had band
problems too. A short while later they wanted me
in too, which pleased me because I felt selfeffacing about my guitar playing; maybe my
enthusiasm compensated. The night I joined the
Rhythm Boys I crossed town from my engineering
class at the technical college to the Sentinel
Works canteen, the stage of which was being

Whilst I've been recalling these personal early
days of British pop music, the parallels with the
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used for the last rehearsal for a pantomime. I had
half an evening to learn what we were going to do
the following evening. I had ideas of how
Rock’n’Roll should or could be performed and of
visual presentation, which I put forward; Billy was
very receptive to my contribution.

started with the Rasjacks, our first gig paid
£2/10/0d. Guitars Inc. thought it was bloody
fantastic to get £10 for a Saturday night. However,
The Silverstones were playing for £15 on
Wednesdays and occasionally £25 on a Saturday.
This, to me, was pretty close to the "Big Time"
already.

The following evening the curtains slowly parted
for our part of the presentation. In a dramatic
stance, Billy stood centre stage, with his back to
the audience! As the curtains revealed us one by
one, we each had our back to the crowd. When
the drapes were fully open Keith hit the Ernie
Shields descending intro to "Move it" and turned
to face the mystified onlookers. I swung round and
eased into that hypnotic rhythm on my guitar bass
strings; four bars in Bob spun to front and zapped
into the skins with a driving beat. Right on cue,
Billy whipped round and broke into "Mm, mm,
come on pretty baby, let's-a move it an' a groove
it". Move it an' a groove it we did; we were off and
running; it was a real good night for the band and
especially for me.

Added attractions were supporting up and coming
bands or fading big names at certain venues. In
the summer, we'd play biggish dance halls at the
coastal resorts, but some of my favourites at the
time were the Friday night hops in Mid-Wales. It
was almost like being in cowboy films. The girls
would sure look "mighty purty" and the crowd
before nine o'clock would be having a ball. But
just after nine, those who had been getting tanked
up in the village pubs would arrive. Then the fun
would begin as arguments began amongst the
lads from the other villages and the host village.
Fighting would erupt and we'd keep playing on,
minding our own business, as the locals kept on
knocking seven bells out of one another. Then at
the end of the dance, it would be all sweetness
and light, and the fighters would be mates again,
talking about the standard of the fighting, like Old
Comrades might talk about the war, and how they
would be kicking lumps out of each other in the
next football match between the villages.

Next instalment; "We kept on rockin'... until."









OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKED

My favourite venue though, was The Seven Club
in Shrewsbury. We often played as the support
band on Wednesday and Saturday nights. By
1966, bands like The Swinging Blue Jeans were
not chart regulars and would be working at The
Seven Club. Most of the bands performed
brilliantly but they were no longer the flavour of the
month. We would often cast our critical eyes on
them and see what we could learn, but most of
the time I was in awe of the guitarists I was
looking at. Sounds Incorporated and The
Roulettes (ex Adam Faith) were particularly good,
but one hit wonders like Pinkerton’s Assorted
Colours appeared to be just like a steady run-ofthe-mill local band playing R&B/Rock'n'Roll/pop
music. When they played their hit, ‘Mirror, Mirror’,
the dance floor was heaving with dancers, but
when they followed it up with something like a
Chuck Berry standard, the majority of the dancers
melted away.

(but it went a-begging).
(Continuing Murray Robinson’s excellent recollections
of his rockin’ history).

During the summer of 1966, while some sort of
football tournament was taking place over the
border, an important decision was being made at
one of our monthly pow-wows. It was decided that
Ted would become a singer and we would invite
Clive Williams, considered to be the finest
drummer in the region, to come and join us. It
turned out to be a great move because Ted was
sensational leading from the front, and Clive,
using his own Ludwig kit, was so solid in
everything both he and we did.
However, Clive departed about six months later,
and at the time, I thought it was a huge loss. He
was replaced by Richie Winn, a solid drummer
without the frills, and yet another owner of a
Ludwig kit. The Silverstone Set, as we were now
known, didn't appear to lose anything in the
aftermath of Clive's departure, but looking back, I
think the writing was on the wall that the group
was only treading water instead of cruising
majestically on.

Another feeling of the "Big Time" for us, was when
Tony, the owner of the club said we could always
have free entry to the club if ever we had a night
off. Ian, Roy and myself took advantage of it once,
but it didn't feel right, not going on stage. Our
management too, fed the "Big Time" image. We
wore blue gig suits, similar to The Beatles, then
they were changed to Carnaby Street-type jackets
that would have made Richard Whiteley of
"Countdown" very envious. We arrived at gigs
clutching small suitcases which had our clean
shirts and washing tackle. But we stopped using
the washbasin in The Seven Club dressing room

Initially, all our work was mainly in North and MidWales,
Cheshire,
Merseyside,
Greater
Manchester, and Salop. We generally worked four
nights a week; Sundays, Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays, rehearsed on Mondays and
Thursdays, Tuesdays being our night off. When I
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the night we supported Heinz (‘Just Like Eddie’).
He thought he was still famous and a bit too
precious to nip out to the bog for a slash, so the
washbasin became his urinal. Us naive little
Silverstones were appalled, especially when we
realised that virtually all dressing room sinks were
alternative loos. Sod the washing tackle after that!

brilliant live act, I cannot remember him hitting the
real "Big Time".
Around this period, Television Wales and West
(TWW) held a "beat group" competition entitled
"Popportunity Now", which would ultimately be
decided by viewers' votes. They would also
appoint four judges whose decisions would also
be made known after the closing date for voting,
their votes having no influence on the final result.
The judges were Spencer Davis, Tom Jones, a
record/music critic from The Western Mail, and a
critic from a national music weekly. I cannot recall
how we were selected to attend the auditions at
the Bath Road Studios in Bristol but, at the end of
them, we had made it through to the televised
finals. There was a fairly wide variety of bands on
the show, nearly all of them being regular guitar
bands, except for two which were "soul". I knew
we had performed well but the other "soul" band,
The Sect Maniacs, were brilliant. They played Don
Covey's ‘See-Saw’ and had a really tight sound.
They were led by Andy Fairweather-Low, and
some of their members went on to become Amen
Corner a couple of years later. Andy F-L and our
Ted hit it off with each other and there was a
mutual respect between both our bands.

Bands used to write all over the walls too, and as
all us up and coming bands were on similar club
circuits, our names were everywhere. I well
remember The Victor Brox Blues Band were
"signed-up" in every dressing room we visited,
while The Move had a stamp of their name in their
distinctive rounded capital letter style. But it was
"Surfer Sid, the Driver into Hell", who did the best
scrawling and pictures. I often wondered which
band had him as their roadie.
The agent who booked the bands for The Seven
Club was Dennis Murphy, the local branch
secretary of the Musicians Union. He also signed
up local bands for the Teens Night on
Wednesdays at Shrewsbury's Music Hall. He
would also do his best to get the star name(s)
from The Seven Club to pop over to The Music
Hall to say "Hello" to the youngsters. We helped
Dennis out one night by playing both venues, and
it was the night Heinz was in town. The white
haired singer popped over and asked if he could
sing with us backing him. We performed a couple
of Jerry Lee Lewis rock and rollers, and in the
next breath, he went on about sacking his band
and hiring us. It sounded great but he was almost
a dwarf star in 1966, and if he could hire and fire
on a whim, we certainly didn't need that to look
forward to.

The viewers voted a band from South Wales, The
Vogue, as the winners, and they got to share a
half-hour television show on TWW with a famous
band. Living in North Wales, we couldn't receive
their signal (we received Granada's), so I never
found out the identity of the star group. Second
were The Sect Maniacs and The Silverstones
came third. However, what was pleasing for us
was the fact that the judges voted us first, with
both Spencer Davis and Tom Jones giving us first
place. Within a few weeks, Tom Jones did a
"Ready, Steady, Go" and sang the song we
performed in the competition, ‘Turn On Your
Lovelight’, virtually using our arrangement of it.
Then Terry de Lacey, the show's producer, invited
us back to Bristol, to do a half-hour show with
Herman's Hermits.
(To be continued)

Our management were always checking various
adverts in the musical press and responded to an
"Opportunity Knocks" plea for talent to audition.
We received an invitation to report to a church
hall, somewhere in Liverpool, and arrived there on
a fairly miserable day, weather wise. Our gear had
to be carted upstairs and assembled in silence as
the other "turns" were being auditioned. Hughie
Green, the great man himself, was there and he
seemed to be in a foul mood all the time we were
in the hall. He was ruthless in his dismissal of a
number of acts, especially comedians. Despite the
doom and gloom of the proceedings, we played
our hearts out, as I like to think we usually did,
and about two months later we heard that we had
passed the audition.









'Tales From The Web'
As I type this, Fatbellypeat is also still typing away,
improving the all-new 'Tales From The Woods'
website. If you wanna take a look, the web
address is;

www.tftw.freeuk.com

Suddenly, we were beginning to get noticed by
people with "contacts" in the music industry, and
out of the blue we had a test at the Pye recording
studios in London. We weren't original enough for
the producer and, looking back, that was probably
the time that we should have made the conscious
decision to write our own material. Geno
Washington and The Ram Jam Band were around
at this time, and although he was hailed as a

You will find a couple of new reviews from Bunter
for Billy C Farlow and for the Alabama Slammers.
The front page is also adorned with the Golden
Web Award 2002 won by Peat for the site.
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10. The bowels! The bowels! More 'no can do'
than Notre Dame but Paris still saw the end
of the matter
11. Holmes, I must confess I am an outlawed
abductor of loose women with my electric
instrument
12. If your diamond ring don't shine, does the
shadow know? (Only one acceptable answer
here, requiring an Olympic leap of lateral
thinking)
13. If you ain't got no diamond or real fine thing,
there might still be a rush to your riddle
14. Into the lifeboats for Clyde, Benjamin, Rudy,
Johnny and many other shipmates
15. Sinking sedately, have you had your fun?

ESTELLE MORRIS'S REVISED
EXAMINATION PAPER FOR
UNDERGRADED STUDENTS,
AUTUMN 2002, PREPARED BY
PROF DE BLANCO.
Each question/statement/hypothesis may be
answered by a maximum 1,000 word treatise or
simply the most apposite performer name or song
title. In most instances there are at least two
possible answers (song title/artist), in some cases
more, in others only one. You decide. Heads
down, no conferring...
1. Edward, be quick to meet the flat top cats
and dungaree dolls
2. Edward’s girlfriend lives in an apartment 17
floors above the gods
3. Mr Phillips, how can the devil save souls?
4. The vestibule in the context of popular US
recorded entertainment
5. Lamb’s off today but we've got crippled leg
of lynx
6. A knight of the realm started out as a
furniture shifter and carpenter
7. Spiced chicle may lose its potency in the
boudoir
8. Policemen on the beat in the early '60s found
short shrift from Rock’n’Roll fans
9. Does you father's valise make you feel any
better?

If you think you can answer all (or any) of these, send your
submission to the usual address.
Answers printed when we get around to it.
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museum gift shop, and I walked one block to
photograph the Mickey Gilley Avenue sign
(formerly Mississippi Avenue). On this occasion
we didn't visit the road named after Jerry Lee on
the edge of town.

SEEING FERRIDAY AND
JERRY PLAY
Jerry Lee's birthday party/concert/Convention and
Kay Martin's Ferriday Ride exceeded all
expectations, apart from some minor hiccups like
the weather in Louisiana and Jerry overdoing it
and exhausting himself on stage. We watched
many hours of Kay's Jerry Lee videos on the bus,
and although I had most of this material, much of
Kay's footage was in A1 quality. There were also
some bits like a documentary featuring the longlost 'To Make Love Sweeter For You' footage from
the 1969 Tom Jones Show, plus a great 'Big
Legged Woman', 'I'd Do It All Again', etc. which I'd
never seen before.

It was interesting having Cecil point out the site of
Haney's Big House and other landmarks, but sad
that many were now just unmarked vacant lots.
Arriving at Frankie Jean's Lewis Museum we split
into smaller groups (there were about 40 of us on
the bus) to go inside. Frankie wasn't there, but her
husband welcomed us. I'd seen it before, but
there is so much crammed into this little place that
there are always things you hadn't noticed earlier,
in my case some great photos of Jerry on stage in
the 1950s.
Whilst waiting to go inside the Lewis House,
Kristof and I walked over to the Assembly of God
Church, and as luck would have it the pastor and
his wife saw us and asked if we'd like to take a
look inside. I was over the moon, and although the
interior had been done up with a donation from
Jerry, it was still very interesting to see the place
where the three cousins used to make music
together. I even spied a church t-shirt, which I
promptly bought. I think only three of us from
Kay's bus got to see the inside of the church - we
were just there at the right time.

Jerry's life-long friend (and twice ex-husband of
his sister Linda Gail) Cecil Harrelson showed us
around the Ferriday area. He is a really genuine
guy with some great stories to tell. On the road
from Natchez to Ferriday he pointed out places
where he and Jerry as teenagers, speeding in an
automobile, managed to outwit 'Bugger Red', the
local policeman. The fact that Cecil's father was
also a policeman made it particularly important
they didn't get caught!

Before dropping off Cecil and his young wife in
Natchez, he told us an amazing story about
Jerry's very first record. He and Cecil were down
in New Orleans in 1952 when they spotted the
J&M recording studio. A sign outside said you
could make your own record, so they went in and
met Cosmo Metina who had recorded people like
Fats Domino and Little Richard. He thought they
were a little crazy to make a record without a
band, but they paid the fee and Jerry sat down at
the piano and played an instrumental, and then a
Lefty Frizzell number 'Don't Stay Away Till Love
Grows Cold'. This 78 was thought lost for over 30
years, till Cecil discovered it in the sleeve of an
album up in his attic. The attic was very hot, and
he thought the record would be no good, but it
appeared to be in perfect condition. Cecil said he
has only played it once, on a Winnie The Pooh toy
record player because it was the only equipment
he had access to which would play 78s, and the
record was indeed in mint condition. It must now
be worth hundreds of thousands of dollars, since it

We visited the Lewis family cemetery near Clayton
and placed flowers on the graves. It was an
unhappy place, especially with the rain pouring
down (storm Isadore had caused floods on the
Gulf coast) but it eased off a little, and Cecil gave
us a perhaps too graphic description of the
problems he had personally encountered moving
Elmo Jr's remains to the family cemetery for the
Lewises, and he also described how he was with
Mamie (Jerry's mother) in her last hours.
In Ferriday itself we visited the Delta Museum
(formerly the Post Office) next to the old Arcade
cinema where Jerry used to watch Gene Autry
movies. There were videos of Jerry on a big
screen, and photo displays of all three famous
cousins - Jerry, Mickey and Jimmy - plus other
famous locals. We bought some souvenirs in the
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is the only copy in existence. I'm sure all Lewis
fans will be fascinated and yet horrified that only
one fragile 78 exists of this historic recording, and
the sooner it can be copied on to a more
permanent medium the better.

World Fan Club at a cost of $35 (despite being
members of the International Fan Club) this video
was never mailed to us. I even rang the ranch and
spoke to 'General' Bob McCarver and he
promised the videos would be 'waiting for us at
the door'. I protested we had paid $8 postage, but
that evidently just went into the McCarver's
pockets as pure profit.

We took up a collection for Cecil on the bus, and
although he was extremely reluctant to accept it,
saying he was happy to conduct the tour for
Jerry's fans, he was so overjoyed that he posed
with us for group photos and even produced a
photograph of that historic 78 for us to see.

When we arrived and registered the videos were
NOT waiting for us at the door, and nobody
seemed to know where they were. By this time I'd
heard stories from other fans about previous
Conventions when videos had not materialized.
Then 'The General', as he likes to be known,
announced that videos of last year's Convention
concert were for sale at $35 - no mention of free
ones for those who'd booked early. Many people,
Kristof included, paid out this money to be sure of
getting a copy, as there were not enough for
everyone. Altogether we had to prompt Kerrie and
her family 4 times before we finally got the videos,
and I heard other fans asking too. This was totally
unnecessary - if they weren't ready at the door
(though they'd had a full year to get them ready) at
least Bob McCarver should have assured us that
those who'd booked early enough would be
getting free videos when he announced they were
for sale. That would have saved a lot of anxiety,
but at least people who'd already bought the video
were able to exchange it or get their money back
so it all ended OK.

The Convention itself started with the Lewis
Ranch tour on the Friday, and we were lucky to be
allowed to take photos inside the house for the
first time (at least nobody stopped us). Next day,
Saturday, there were various events in the main
ballroom of the Holiday Inn Select where the main
Convention day was taking place. I was
particularly
impressed by the
winner of the talent
contest, a young
man
named
Lance
Lapinski
from
Austin,
Texas who really
outdid
Dennis
Quaid
in
his
singing,
playing
and
acrobatic
antics dressed in a
bright red drape of
the kind Jerry wore
in the 1950s.

Kristof thanked Kay and Kerrie for their help in
getting him his cherished US visa, but he has
since discovered from his parents that it is
impossible for Hungarians and other East
Europeans to get US visas unless they have an
EU passport/permanent residency or are on a
group business trip.

There were fans from all over the US, Canada,
Europe, Australia and probably elsewhere. I met
up with quite a few British Jerry Lee fans, some of
whom I'd never met before. Graham Knight and
Peter Heyman were there, and Erroll who I'd been
with less than a week earlier on Keith's birthday
bash canal boat ride from Camden Lock. Amazing
how these Jerry Lee fans get around!

At around 4.30 The Killer
made an appearance to blow
out the candles on his pianoshaped birthday cake, and I
took the opportunity to take
some photos and place a
birthday card and the special
birthday presentation edition of
'Tales From The Woods' on
the table with his other
presents and cards. (Cecil,
Kay Martin and Frankie's
husband were also given
complimentary copies).

I think I rather upset Erroll by running down the
McCarver clan, but I was pissed off with being
messed about over the free video of last year's
Convention concert which had been promised to
everyone who booked up before December 1st
last year. Kristof and I both qualified, but although
we were required to send $8 postage for this
video and were also required to join the U.S.

The evening's entertainment included a Scottish
singer called Blondell dressed in black leather
who did a number of Elvis numbers with Presleystyle movements, but also some Country songs
such as 'She Thinks I Still Care' and the lovely
Scottish ballad 'Maggie' which I found particularly
poignant on the anniversary of my Scottish
partner's death (he actually died on Jerry's
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birthday 1991). A special surprise was when
Blondell and the lead singer of The Platters,
Sonny Turner, duetted on 'Sixteen Candles'.

without a break and only a few sips of (nonalcoholic) liquid. This marathon probably caused
him to become overheated and feel unwell. Before
that, however, we got a show which exceeded my
expectations. This is a complete song listing:

Then the Killer's band came on, and it was good
to see Kenny Lovelace on fiddle again playing and
singing 'Lonesome Fiddle Man'. Other members
of the band were Bill Strom on organ/keyboards,
B. B. Cunningham on bass guitar, drummer Rob
Hall and guitarist Duck Hutchison. Steve Ackles
sat down at the piano and played a beautiful 'Old
Rugged Cross' (for Kerrie's aunt who sadly
drowned in August this year), then 'Big Boss Man'
and 'Flip Flop and Fly'.

Roll Over Beethoven | You Win Again | Drinkin'
Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee | Johnny B. Goode | Over
The Rainbow | I Am What I Am | Another Place
Another Time | C. C. Rider | Mean Woman Blues |
Boogie Woogie Country Man | Mexicali Rose (fast
version) | How's My Ex Treatin' You? | Me And
Bobby McGhee | Your Cheatin' Heart | In The
Mood (instrumental) | Lovin' Up A Storm | Lewis
Boogie | Goldmine In The Sky | fast instrumental |
slow instrumental | Vacation In Heaven | Frankie
And Johnny | You're The One Rose Left In My
Heart | Meat Man | She Even Woke Me Up To
Say Goodbye (tremendous version with great
piano solo) | Help Me Make It Thru The Nite |
Chantilly Lace (at this point Jerry ripped the piano
lid off) | What's Made Milwaukee Famous | Before
The Nite Is Over | You Belong To Me | Sweet Little
Sixteen | High School Confidential | Crazy Arms |
Lawdy Miss Clawdy (duet with Blondell) | Hound
Dog (duet with Blondell) | No Headstone On My
Grave | Rockin' My Life Away | Wedding Bells | On
The Jericho Road | Mona Lisa | If You've Got The
Money Honey I've Got The Time | My Bucket's
Got A Hole In It | Green, Green Grass Of Home |
Lucille.

Just before quarter to ten, in the middle of this
song, the crowd stood up - someone had seen
The Killer enter the ballroom. He strode on stage
looking remarkably well, if a little overweight, with
his hair showing no signs of the grey visible at his
London Arena appearance. Although it was hard
to make out everything he said, he has lost none
of his wit and came out with some really great
one-liners, such as the following.
He got such tremendous applause and a standing
ovation walking to the piano, that when he sat
down he said: 'It's a show just walkin' to the
stage..... hope you enjoyed the show, goodnight!'
During the concert himself he came out with
comments like: 'Can you hear the piano? 'Cos I
can't even see it!' There were remarks about dope
and them not making those 'little blue and yellow
pills' anymore. In response to requests he often
obliged, but sometimes declined with remarks like
'They won't pay me for 'em so why should I sing
'em?' and to show he's lost none of his
outrageous personality in response to one
request: 'Kiss my ass, if you can find a stool high
enough to stand on!' Some songs were cut short
as he couldn't remember the words, but many
were complete versions, or he'd adlib as in a great
'How's My Ex Treatin' You', with references to
Kenny Lovelace's recent induction into the
Alabama Hall of Fame'. Later on someone in the
audience rather undiplomatically referred to
Jerry's recent divorce by shouting out: 'How's Your
Ex Treating You?' which drew a rambling
response which seemed to indicate a degree of
bitterness when Jerry said: 'She really done me in,
but what goes around comes around..... I've not
committed adultery for 12 years but I used to have
six women a night.' On another occasion he
spotted Kerrie talking to some fans and joked:
'Quit conning them people, Kerrie!'

During this last number Jerry suddenly said he felt
unwell and left the stage. He sat in a chair at the
side of the stage, and appeared to faint at one
point. We were all rather worried, but it appears
he just got overheated and exhausted. Even much
younger performers do not attempt to sing and
play for two and a half hours without a break or
drinking plenty of liquid. Kerrie, Phoebe and
others attended to Jerry, and then he walked out
of the ballroom. According to Kenny Lovelace, B.
B. Cunningham and others we spoke to in the
following days Jerry made a full recovery and it
was nothing serious.

Jerry also introduced Phoebe who was in the
audience, as of course was his son Lee. Also
Jason D. Williams was sitting at the Lewis table
next to us with his girlfriend.

A really great experience, and I would strongly
urge you Jerry Lee fans who haven't been to a
Memphis Convention to go next year. Kay said
she'll even consider repeating the Ferriday bus
trip. It was nice to meet long-time U.S. fans like
Kay, Elaine Orlando and Gary Skala.

Jerry's voice and piano playing were in fine form,
and I think everyone was well pleased with the
show. He was on for about two and a half hours,
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Other points of interest: the Memphis Blues
museum opposite the Peabody Hotel is now an
Indian restaurant! Sadly none of the exhibits have
been transferred to the new Rock and Soul
museum, which is also very interesting. I feel
Memphis deserves to have kept BOTH museums,
and the Blues one definitely had the edge for me.
Heard some great music in the Beale Street bars
such as James Govan, The Memphians (including
B. B. Cunningham and Rob Hall) and a great
blues singer called Ruby Wilson who we saw in B.
B. Kings. We sure packed a lot into 6 hectic days.
Fantastic!
Tony 'Bugger Red' Papard







Street. We then made our way to the Peabody
Hotel to watch the 'march of the ducks' at 11am a strange sight if ever I saw one! I was much
amused by the hordes of tourists jostling madly
with their cameras for a glimpse of the creatures
marching from the lift to the fountain in the hotel's
lobby on the specially-laid roll of red carpet. I felt
more than a little cynical about this whole charade
and decided to take a step back from it all.
We went back to the hotel to join the other
'Ferriday Riders' at noon on the six-hour bus
journey to Natchez, Mississippi, with the tail-end
of tropical storm Isadora following us all the way. It
was great to be in Mississippi, the birthplace of
such blues greats as Muddy Waters and Howlin'
Wolf and the home turf of pianists like Otis Spann
and Pinetop Perkins. On the way, we saw some
cottonfields with the soft white cotton fibres visible
on the plants - great stuff!



HEY, I WENT TOO!
My trip with Tony Papard was my first visit to the
States and I have to say it was well worth the wait.
While the main purpose of our trip was to see
music legend Jerry Lee Lewis play live at his
Birthday Convention in Memphis, for me this was
a wider musical pilgrimage to the 'Southland'
which I had heard so much about in the songs of
composers like Hoagy Carmichael who so lovingly
portray it.

That evening, Tony and I headed downtown,
catching the only cab in Natchez. The
septuagenarian cab driver dropped us off just as
the rain was starting to ease off, but that didn't
stop me getting wet, as Tony kindly did the
honours and baptised me with the 'holy waters' of
the Mississippi River - as he put it, 'in the name of
Jerry Lee Lewis, Jimmy Swaggart and Muddy
Waters'!

My mind was preoccupied with images such as
that 'shady veranda under a Sunday blue sky' that
Carmichael sings about in 'Memphis in June' and I
wanted to experience first-hand that 'lazy' pace of
life I'd heard about. I wanted to ask (like Al
Jolson), “s it true what they say about Dixie/Does
the sun really shine all the time?” Well
neighbours, we got a fair bit of 'that good ole cool
Louisiana rain' that Jerry Lee sings about in
'Things That Matter Most To Me'. But for most of
our trip, the weather was immaculate and we had
more than our share of 'Sunday blue sky' in
Memphis.

We had a Dixie beer in Natchez Under The Hill, a
little bar overlooking the Mississippi. With a cool
breeze blowing in from the Mighty River, this was
just the type of bar Jerry Lee would have played in
his youth when he was working in Natchez. This
seemed to be acknowledged in the wall display
dedicated to Jerry Lee next to the piano, with
photographs of the Killer and a sign pleading
'Please don't shoot the piano player - he's doing
the best he can!' With other signs warning patrons
to 'Beware of pickpockets and loose women', this
was quite a place! It seemed like the kind of
establishment which, in Jerry's youth, would (in his
words) have seen 'bullets flying, bottles flying,
women flying, men flying'. Today, it is an
altogether quieter place - and just as well.

It was a real thrill to touch down in Cincinnati,
Ohio from where we took an internal flight on to
Memphis. It may sound clichéd, but I had the
opening lines of Chuck Berry's 'Back in the USA'
ringing in my head as we landed ('Oh well oh well,
I feel so good today/We just touched down on an
international runway').

The next day we saw the
private cemetery of the
Lewis family in Clayton,
Louisiana, a moving and
humbling experience. As
we
headed
towards
Ferriday, the wonderful
Cecil Harrelson (Jerry's
childhood
friend
and
sometime manager) was
providing
the
commentary. He showed
us
some
landmarks
around Ferriday, including
Lake Charles (where he and Jerry used to go
fishing), 'Dead Man's Curve' (which saw such a

Following our arrival in
Memphis, we had a meal
at the Holiday Inn Select
('lazy fried chicken' in my
case), then chatted to
some Jerry Lee fans in
the bar of the hotel until it
was time to retire to bed.
The next day, we took a
cab
into
downtown
Memphis and I caught my
first glimpse of Beale
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high number of road deaths that it was eventually
straightened out) and the stretch of highway
where Cecil and Jerry used to 'pick races' while
trying to avoid being caught by the local cop,
nicknamed 'Bugger Red'.

his car collection and to take the tour of the inside
of the Ranch.

Once in Ferriday, we saw the Delta Museum,
dedicated to those born in this small town who
went on to achieve fame and fortune (with heavy
emphasis, of course, on the famous cousins Jerry Lee, Mickey Gilley and Jimmy Swaggart). I
got chatting to Cecil and, this being the former
Post Office in Ferriday, he showed me where he
used to have his personal postbox which he would
rent for a small fee.

Once back in Memphis, we headed downtown
and took a ride in one of the quaint old trolleys,
going all the way round the so-called 'Riverfront
Loop'. We went past the famous Pyramid
amongst other things. Inside the trolley, we
spotted a great advert for the Memphis Rock and
Soul Museum with a picture of Jerry Lee and next
to it the caption 'And you thought this trolley was
rocking and rolling'!

Other highlights in Ferriday included the Arcade
Theatre (sadly no longer functioning), the site of
the old blues club Haney's Big House (now just an
empty lot up for sale) and the site of the Blue Cat
Lounge, all associated with Jerry's early life and
career. Jerry's birthplace (now the Lewis Museum)
was packed full of memorabilia and many photos
of Jerry performing in the ‘50s which I'd never
seen before. Tony and I (together with an
Australian fan, Andrew) were lucky enough to see
the inside of the Assembly of God Church just
across the road from the Lewis House - we
managed to catch the Pastor and his wife just as
they were arriving and were let in.

As the sun was setting, we took a walk down Main
Street and I fulfilled a long-held ambition to stand
on 'the corner of Beale and Main' (as immortalised
by Jimmie Rodgers in 'Blue Yodel No. 9',
memorably accompanied by Louis Armstrong on
trumpet).
After a meal in Landry's overlooking the
Mississippi (shrimp gumbo and broiled catfish for
my part), we headed for Beale Street and heard
some great blues and soul, first in Rum Boogie
Cafe (where James Govan and his band were on)
and then in BB King's, where a fantastic singer
named Ruby Wilson (who reminded me of Aretha
Franklin) was singing her heart out.
The next day the Convention took place, which
Tony has written at length about, so suffice it for
me to say that it was a thrill seeing Jerry play for 2
and a half hours and to hear him perform such
unusual songs (particular highlights for me were
'Goldmine in the Sky' and 'You Belong To Me').
He seemed so much more relaxed and intimate
with the audience than at Wembley Arena and
London Arena (where I'd seen him play short 25minutes sets in 1998 and 2000 respectively) and
where people had criticised him for seeming stiff
and distant.

Driving out of Ferriday, Cecil showed us the house
that Jerry bought for his mother Mamie and in
which she spent her last few weeks. We arrived
back in Memphis just after midnight.
The next day Tony,
Simon and myself
took a cab up to
Jerry's ranch in
Nesbit, Mississippi.
On entering Nesbit,
we saw the roadsign
announcing
that
this
was
'Nesbit - Home of
Jerry Lee Lewis,
The Killer'. Bright
sunshine greeted
us at the Ranch,
and it was great to
see Jerry's lake
(with the owner's
jet-skis scattered at various points along the
bank), his piano-shaped outdoor swimming pool,

At the Holiday Inn Select, he took to the stage,
true to form, with a huge cigar in his hand. As he
sat down at the piano, he apologised for not
having put on a suit, saying he felt 'kinda guilty'.
Then after the second number (You Win Again),
he made joke of his passing years when, after
asking the audience, 'Can you hear this piano?',
he wryly remarked, 'I can't even see it!' He joked
and chatted with the audience throughout,
recognising (amongst others) fan Graham Knight
from Aberdeen, saying 'I see we have some
millionaires in the house tonight. Lend me a few
bucks, brother!' Then Jerry paid homage to
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Graham, marvelling how, wherever he plays in
Europe, Graham's always there. He obliged
Graham by playing his request, the Lefty Frizzell
number 'If You've Got The Money, I've Got The
Time'.

music
has
been
recorded. With time to
spare in the afternoon,
we took a ride on a
traditional paddle-wheel
steamer
(christened
Island Queen), with the
weather very firmly on
our side. Apart from
some great views of the
Memphis skyline, a
highlight
was
the
recorded commentary
referring
to
the
American Civil War as
the 'War of Northern Aggression'! With the
Tennessee state flag flying unassailably on the
steamer, Southern pride was very much in the air.

He played many requests, but the old sardonic
sense of humour was evident when, upon
someone asking for 'one of Cecil's songs', he
remarked: 'Kiss my ass - if you can find a stool
high enough to stand on!'

Next day, our trip was rounded off on my part with
a visit to Graceland while Tony (who'd seen it
before) stayed by the hotel pool to guard our
luggage and catch some rays.
What a great trip - I certainly got enough of a
taster to want to return!

Jerry's feeling unwell at the end of the show has
been much documented. As confirmed to us by
B.B. Cunningham the following day, this was
simply due to dehydration (although we now know
that he was taken to hospital for observation).

Kristof Fabry, 13/10/02

Here' a picture of the Killer delivering (as he put it) a
'special message' to his fans at the Convention (thanking
them for turning up from all over the world), before
blowing out his birthday candles. (Kay Martin is in the
foreground.)

It seemed like the two songs he performed with
young Scottish singer Blondell exhausted Jerry's
energy, as Blondell kept on pushing him to do it
'one more time'. I would say this - which performer
would play non-stop for two and a half hours at
the age of 67? Even performers half his age
would take a break in between. It just shows how
much Jerry is willing to give his fans and for that
we are grateful. It's good to hear Jerry is back on
top form and performing
tonight in Indiana: hope
all goes well, Killer!









SHOW REVIEWS
(Bunter Bops Out & Buys A Beer)

Show Review - Tony Joe White,
The Borderline 13th October
Tony Joe White made a welcome return to these
shores after some 10 years away from us for two
shows at London's Borderline on Friday the 11th
and Sunday 13th October. Such was the demand
to see the legendary 59 year-old singer/songwriter
from Oakgrove, Louisiana that Friday's show sold
out rapidly and a second show for Sunday was
quickly added. Happily, and luckily, I managed to
get an advance ticket for the Sunday
performance. So let's check out what went down
y’all.

The day after the
Convention began with
the Memphis Rock and
Soul Museum (hugely
enjoyable), from where
we took the free shuttle
service
to
Sun
Records. It was great
to see the place where
such a lot of great
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I have been a TJW fan
ever since I heard
‘Groupy Girl’ blare from
our radio speaker in
early 1970. It was a
minor UK hit as I recall.
The follow up single
‘Save Your Sugar For
Me’ provided my first
sighting of the man.
There he was, getting down on Top Of The Pops
(yes TOTP!) and being groovy all over the place.
By that time he was on his third album from
Monument produced, like the first two, by the then
relatively unknown Billy Swan. He was a cult
figure at the time and, despite achieving great
success in composing ‘Polk Salad Annie’, ‘Rainy
Night In Georgia’ and, more recently, ‘Steamy
Windows’, he somehow remains so today. I have
long regarded him as the finest Caucasian blues
singer to have ever inhabited planet earth, an
opinion probably shared by many of the audience
squeezed into the noted West End venue. Not
sure if he still has his “whomper-stomper” (foot
board) but he still has that sparse, bluesy guitar
style (with occasional use of wah-wah) and, of
course, that dark downhome John Lee Hookertype of voice.

pension fund. When Elvis Presley took a liking to
‘Polk Salad Annie’ in early 1970 it was included in
practically all his stage shows up until his death
and his OTT arrangement for full band was
always a set highlight. As much as I liked this, I
much preferred Tony Joe’s sparser but
considerably funkier original treatment, which was
brilliantly recreated tonight.
End of show? Not likely! Back he came for what
seemed to be a half-hour’s worth of encores,
kicked off by “greatest hit number two”. Tina
Turner did great justice to ‘Steamy Windows’
(certainly the chart placings bear this out) but
when sung by its composer there is just as much
smouldering sexiness as with La Turner's version.
Then, after ‘Every Time I’m Close To You’,
‘Elements And Things’ (another early favourite)
and ‘Organic Shuffle’ (pardon me?) a thoroughly
contented audience shuffled back up the stairs
and into the West End night. A brilliant show, one
of the best this year. As I made my way to the
station with our editor, Shaky Lee and John H, I
wondered, will I ever see ‘Save Your Sugar For
Me’ on TOTP 2? Hmmmmm….

Hardrock Bunter

Accompanied only by a powerful, solid drummer
whose name I never found out, White kept us all
spellbound with an excellent mix of old and new
material, looking cool in his shades and appearing
to look some 20 years younger. Dammit, I’m
jealous. Many of the all-time greats have recorded
his songs through the years and tonight’s opener
‘Willie And Laura Mae Jones’ gained street cred
30 years back through a version by Dusty
Springfield. After ‘I Wanna Be Your Main Squeeze’
there were happy squeals of recognition for
‘Undercover Agent For The Blues’, not the only
Tony Joe White composition to be popularised by
Tina Turner. Then it was back to the early days for
‘Roosevelt And Ira Lee’, always a great song in
my book.

The29th Hemsby Rock'n'Roll weekender, held at
the Pontins camp in the usually sleepy Norfolk
town, took place between October 3rd to 7th and
attracted a slightly lower turnout than usual. A
shame, as those who chose to stay away missed
some pretty classy performances by American
headliners Jack Earls, Hayden Thompson, Billy
Adams and the Edsels and by several top bands
from the UK and all over Europe.
The festival proper began in earnest on Thursday
when King Pleasure and his Biscuit Boys,
depping for the original Thursday night headliner
Freddy Bell who had to cancel, apparently gave a
typically rip-roaring, robust recital. Apparently, that
is, as I, along with (screaming) Lord Dale, Brian
Jessup and Alan Lloyd (the latter sampling the
delights of a Hemsby session for the first time)
turned up during Friday afternoon, each of us
eager and raring to Rock'n'Roll.

From the Eighties came ‘Do You Have A Garter
Belt’ (not sure if Tony's fans include feminists!)
and, from his 1998 album One Hot July, we
heard the easy rockin’ ‘I Want My Fleetwood
Back’. Cheers greeted the opening strains of
‘Rainy Night In Georgia’ covered most
successfully by Randy Crawford and Brook
Benton, then the good vibes continued with
‘Tunica Motel’, ‘You Look Good In Blues’ and, wait
for it, ‘They Caught The Devil And Put Him In Jail
In Eudora, Arkansas’, which came from his
Warner Brothers period (the early Seventies) as
did a long-time favourite of mine ‘Even Trolls Love
Rock'n'Roll’.
Annoyingly the show was drawing to a close but
we just had to hear the song that would almost
certainly account for one quarter of White's

The Planet Boppers

The live action for Friday night was served up first
by Sussex outfit The Planet Boppers and shortly
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Wayne stayed on stage for two more songs ‘Hey
Jesus’ (sung in recognition of the fact that Adams
is a deeply religious person) and ‘Hot Dog! I’m A
Real Cool Cat’. A highly enjoyable show was
concluded with the ballad ‘True Love Will Come
Your Way’ and Billy’s much revered debut
recording ‘Rock Pretty Mama’. The gamble
seemed to pay off; Billy Adams won many new
fans with his no-nonsense rockabilly style and,
hopefully, this friendly 62 year old will be back
again soon. A great set and all original material
too!

after by the highly popular Infernos from North
Yorkshire. Regrettably I missed both sets but I
arrived at the camp just in time to witness the first
show in the UK (indeed outside the United States)
by Billy Adams and the New Rock-A-Teers
whose lead guitarist Dave Moore previously trod
the Hemsby boards as lead guitarist for Vernon
Taylor a few short years ago. Adams was very
much an unknown quantity to the Hemsby crowd;
he was recommended to Hemsby promoter Willie
Jeffrey by our very own Tony Wilkinson who had
seen an impressive set by Billy at the Green Bay
Festival in July.

Saturday
For the first time ever I journeyed down to Pontins
on the bus to watch an afternoon show in the
Queen Vic by the Houserockers who, on this
occasion, were in blues guise rather than
Rock’n’Roll. But whether the style be one or
t’other, these guys sure deliver the goods. The fan
base seems to increase in size all at the time
(seems our webmeister Peat will be seeing the
guys whenever possible in future) and a fair sized
crowd enjoyed Rob Glazebrook (guitar and
vocals), Steve Matthews (harmonica), Wayne
Hopkins (bass) and Ritchie Taylor (drums) laying
down a heady mixture of blues classics and songs
from the Somethin’ Special album (just out on
CD).

Looking sharp as a
tack in white and
black, Adams walked
on stage to a warm
reception and he and
his all-American band
(it turned out) got
straight
down
to
business with a decent
version of ‘Rock It
Billy’, a song known to
me through versions
by Billy Riley and T
Graham Brown. The
set went on to feature songs from the past (heard
on the Rockin’ Through The Years CD and
reviewed elsewhere in these pages) and present
(the excellent Legacy album released in 2000 on
Screen Door records). From Legacy came ‘Honey
Bee’, ‘She’s My Baby’ and the ballad ‘Just As
Long As I'm With You’ (though sadly for me, no ‘I
Hear Ol’ Memphis Calling Me’).

The first quarter of the set saw sharp, authentic
versions of Jimmy Reed's ‘Baby What You Want
Me To Do’, Slim Harpo’s ‘I'm A King Bee’, Little
Walter’s ‘It Ain’t Right’, Robert Johnson's ‘Stop
Breakin’ Down’ and Lazy Lester’s ‘Sugar Coated
Love’; we also heard, from the album, ‘Treat Me
Right’. The crowd was warming up nicely by the
time a rockin’ instrumental ‘Swingin’ Blues’ was
played; this contained some nice musical interplay
between Rob and Wayne, great stuff!

All these went over well as did older favourites
‘Blue Eyed Ella’, ‘Return Of The All American Boy’
(obviously a sequel) and a real favourite of mine
‘You Gotta Have A Ducktail’. The old standard so
beloved of skiffle groups in this country, ‘Mama
Don’t Allow It’, was given a steady, rockin’
treatment with each band member given a brief
chance to shine and, at one point, Bill picked up a
tin lid to bang on in order to illustrate the fact that
the first musical instrument he played as a kid was
a bucket lid before discovering the guitar. The
song itself concluded with a splendid burst of
Perkins styled guitar picking.

The second part of the set contained a couple of
songs that I certainly hadn't heard the guys do
before; one was a Johnny Jones song that, as ‘Fly
Paper Boogie’, Rob had taken a shine to. For this
occasion it was renamed ‘Rice Paper Boogie’ and,
like Rufus Thomas’ ‘Bearcat’, it bopped merrily
along. Great bopping classics such as Sonny Boy
Williamson’s ‘Shake Your Boogie’ and Slim
Harpo's ‘Shake Your Hips’ and ‘Don't Start Cryin’
Now’ saw out the rest of the show and a highly
enjoyable hour’s worth it was too, played before a
highly appreciative audience.

His popular Dot recording, ‘You Heard Me
Knockin’ was up next, followed by something of a
treat. It’s been said that Billy sometimes likes to
use two bass players on stage for gigs in the
States and so Houserockers bass man Wayne
Hopkins was called up for a bit of a jam. The
overall sound for the next song ‘Rockabilly
Special’ was bigger and beefier as a result and,
for me, was the absolute highlight of the entire
performance. The work put in by the two bass
players, Wayne in particular, was considerable
and very exciting indeed.

The Sun (label) shone on Hemsby that Saturday
night with two legends from the immortal Memphis
label appearing on stage. First up was Hayden
Thompson, who was backed up by the Hemsby
House Band (Malcolm Chapman guitar, Wayne
Hopkins bass and Paul Atkinson drums).
Thompson's previous appearance at Hemsby in
May 1999 turned out to be disappointing due
largely to sound problems; tonight’s show was to
be the polar opposite. Hayden looked sharp,
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sounded terrific and generally looked confident,
assured and every inch a professional. And his
piano worked this time.

entertainer, always in total command.
That said however, the decision to have Jack
Earls close the show undoubtedly proved correct.
The last time Jack appeared at Hemsby I thought,
at the conclusion of his show, that I was going to
have to pop straight round the corner to get a
morning paper! But seriously folks, it was one of
the truly great Hemsby shows of all time and I
could only think, how can he top it? Tonight he
didn't but he came pretty damn close. This shakin’
septuagenarian still has charisma by the ton-load
and pretty powerful pipes to boot. Put simply, to
love rockabilly is to love Jack Earls. He is great.
Backed to perfection by Sweden's Wildfire Willie
and the Ramblers he announced his arrival with
the standard ‘Flip, Flop And Fly’. The rest of the
set was, for the most part, divided between his
Sun material and songs he recorded for Olympic
in the mid-Seventies following his rediscovery plus
one or two newer songs also.

Strolling on stage to the strains of his classic
‘Love My Baby’ he ploughed headlong into the not
originally issued classic ‘Fairlane Rock’. This was
recorded at Thompson's initial visit to 706 Union
as were the following two songs ‘Blues, Blues,
Blues’ and Jimmy Davis’ ‘You Are My Sunshine’.
Then we were treated to both sides of Hayden's
solitary Phillips International release ‘One Broken
Heart’ and ‘Love My Baby’, the latter of which
included a little audience participation. Hayden
then laid aside the guitar to pump the piano some
for ‘Kansas City’ and then
featured a song that had
first been issued on one of
these Sun compilations as
being
sung
by “Sid
Watson” who, as it turned
out, was Hayden.

But it was the classic numbers he recorded for
Sam Phillips that everyone wanted to hear (an
audience that tonight included amongst its
number Mark Lamarr and Breathless Dan Coffey,
the first man to make original Sun singles
available in this country to curious, rockin’ Kats
and Kittens in the early Sixties) and to hear Jack
perform songs like ‘Hey Jim’, ‘Sign On The Dotted
Line’ and ‘Let’s Bop’ gives me goose bumps of
nostalgia. How I remember buying Sun
Rockabillies Volume 3 at Harlequins in Ilford, a
superb album, every bit as good as the first two.
Other songs recorded by Jack at 706 Union
turned up in the late Seventies and the first half of
the Eighties thanks to the good work done by
Charly and we heard all these tonight. ‘Take Me
To That Place’, ‘They Can't Keep Me From You’,
‘Mary Ann’ and ‘When I Dream’ were all performed
with great feeling and the crowd voiced their
approval in no uncertain terms.

‘Don't You Worry’ was
given a good rendering but
then another treat for us
rockabillies, a forceful,
potent reading of Mickey
Gilley’s ‘Call Me Shorty’.
Superb. The authorship for
the song ‘Cheese And
Crackers’ has been a matter for conjecture but
Thompson's story has Hayden writing a set of
lyrics at the Sun studio which he placed on top of
the piano. Along comes Rosco Gordon who
decides to compose a tune to complement the
lyrics on the piece of paper he has found. So a
joint composition I would say. But tonight’s version
was affectionately dedicated to Rosco, which was
nice, and the band handled the tricky stop-start
arrangement very well.

From the Olympic catalogue we had solid
versions of Piano Red’s ‘She Sure Can Rock Me’
and the merry Mr Berry's ‘Roll Over Beethoven’
and more recent compositions such as the two
songs that made up Jack’s 1998 single on the
Swedish label Enviken, ‘My Little Mama’ and ‘The
Game Of Love’. Jack also found time to pay
tribute to two great friends, both sadly no longer
with us. A truly superb version of ‘Rock'n'Roll
Ruby’ was dedicated to Warren Smith and
‘Wedding Gown Of White’ and ‘Tongue-Tied Jill’
are, of course, major calling cards for Charlie
Feathers, whom Jack was especially close to it
seems, both great buddies.

Hayden
then
managed
a
reasonable
approximation of Johnny Cash's voice in a threesong tribute medley, after which we heard the
requested ‘Rockabilly Gal’ and ‘Mama, Mama,
Mama’. I have long felt that Thompson is as good
a country singer as he is rockabilly and his
versions of ‘I Forgot To Remember To Forget’ and
‘Tell Me That’s The Way It Will Be’ (which he
recorded for Kapp in the Sixties if I’m not
mistaken) fully attest to this. With a final flourish of
great Rock'n'Roll with ‘Shake, Rattle And Roll’,
‘Gone, Gone, Gone’ and a reprise of ‘Love My
Baby’ as the material, Hayden Thompson proved
himself to be a consummate professional, a great

There was also a nod to Eddie Bond with a
version of ‘Rockin’ Daddy’ and to Fats Domino
with ‘Sick And Tired’. Surprising perhaps but Jack
seems to love blues and country in equal
measure. Which leaves ‘Slow Down’, Jack’s
greatest hit and for me one of the finest rockabilly
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sides to ever appear on Sun Records. A record so
important it seemed that it had to be included on
the first Sun Rockabillies album in 1973. Another
great set from Jack that threatened to go deep
into overtime but I could happily spend all night
listening to Jack Earls sing and play, still a great
singer and a fine gentleman. He sure did rock me.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at
The Houserockers - Rocking Variety With… Tail TRCD 116

Which brings us to Sunday. After a two-day
rockabilly onslaught it was time for some delightful
doo-wop in the form of the Edsels from
Youngstown, Ohio. Original members James
Reynolds, Harry Green and Marsall Sewell plus
newer recruits Maurice Jones and Carlisle
Reynolds kept us punters in total rapture and
complete awe with their sharp choreography and
sharper voices. Also, Dave Whatsisname, son of
one of the three original guys, did an excellent job
as guitarist and musical director, trying to whip up
the backing band, the Swing Kings, into a frenzy.
It’s clear to me that the Edsels are currently a
constantly working, highly polished act, working
the noted American venues who embrace doowop as part of their musical policy.

A Movie Star | Don’t Need No Job | What’ll I Do |
Trouble In Mind | Itty Bitty Baby | Please Remember |
Get On The Right Track Baby | Twist On Guitar | I Love
You Baby | A Hep 45 | Somethin’ Special | We’re
Gonna Boogie | It Ain't Right | You Shake Me | Keep A
Lovin’ Me Baby | You Don't Know It | Lonely Man |
Hopkins Hop | The Lonely Wait

This new release finds
the
Houserockers’
Somethin’ Special vinyl
album (Tail T-2000-3)
transferred to CD with
three bonus songs from
the same sessions (Tail
Studios,
Sweden,
March/July 2000). Everpresent on all 19 songs
are Rob Glazebrook (guitar and vocal) and Wayne
Hopkins (upright bass) whereas drumming credits
are split between Mark Spreckley who I failed to
mention in my summing up in 'Tales From The
Woods' 12½ (sorry!) on nine songs (presumably
the tracks recorded in March) and the band’s
current skinsman Ritchie ‘The Bear’ Taylor. My
feelings about this CD echo those expressed in
the album review; that this is urgent, attacking
Rock'n'Roll by one of the finest rockin’ bands in
Britain today. Just to comment on the three nonLP cuts; the blues standard ‘trouble in mind’ is
given a nice mid-tempo treatment, Lightnin’
Hopkins’ ‘I love you baby’ is a slow blues, well
handled and ‘get on the right track baby’ owes
more to Joe Clay than Ray Charles but still carries
the right amount of excitement. A fine CD that
deserves to sell well and a trip to see these guys
perform a “rockin’ variety” at any of the gigs listed
in 'Tales From The Woods' is strongly
recommended.

However we didn't learn much about the guys’
back catalogue tonight (only three songs, ‘What
Brought Us Together’, ‘Do You Love Me’ and their
major hit ‘Rama Lama Ding Dong’ were
popularised solely by the Edsels) but we heard
good, competent readings of things like ‘Let’s Go,
Let’s Go, Let’s Go’, ‘Duke Of Earl’, ‘Oh What A
Night’, ‘Every Beat Of My Heart’, ‘Baby Workout’
(thanks lads!) and ‘Zing Went The Strings Of My
Heart’. ‘Rama Lama’ was, as you’d expect, the last
scheduled song and this was preceded by a
series of intended false starts that took in various
well-known doo-wop classics such as ‘Blue Moon’
and ‘Get A Job’. For an encore the guys treated
us to some acapella vocalising with the
Manhattans’ ‘When We Were Made As One’
bringing Hemsby 29 to a close, at least for me.
Thanks to Willie and Varick and everyone for yet
another great session and get yourself ready for
an extra special Hemsby 30 next May featuring
Jack Scott, Johnnie Allen, Joe Bennett and the
original Sparkletones, Marvin Rainwater and the
Jacks/Cadets. See you there for the thirtieth
weekender (my 21st if my calculations are spoton!): Rock on Kats and Kittens!!

Jack Earls Live! Navajo Records 0101
Flip, Flop And Fly | Take Me To That Place | Hey Jim |
Sign On The Dotted Line | Let’s Bop | They Can't Keep
Me From You | She Sure Can Rock Me | My Gal Mary
Ann | I Started Rockin’ A Long Time Ago | Game Of
Love | Roll Over Beethoven | My Little Mama | Crawdad
Hole | Come On Little Mama | A Fool For Loving You |
Rock'n'Roll Ruby | Oh Babe | Slow Down | Carl Perkins
Medley

P.S. The legendary British psychobilly band
Restless performed a rare live gig after the
American headliners on Saturday night. Can't
comment on them as I wasn’t there, sorry.

Hardrock Bunter
Three out of the four CDs looked at this month are
by artistes who performed at the Hemsby
weekender last month. We’ve just spotlighted the
Houserockers so let's now look at this limited
edition live CD from a real Southern gentleman
who has delivered top quality sets in each of his
three Hemsby appearances (1996, 1999 and
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2002). Woodbury, Tennessee’s very own Jack
Earls is backed here by the very capable Swedish
outfit, the Sleazy Rustic Boys comprising of Jonas
Olpers (lead guitar), Jyrrk ‘Tiny’ Javonnen (steel
guitar), Soron Andresson (bass) and Patrik
Staffanson (drums) and the show was in fact
recorded at the Güvie Concert Hall in Güvie
Konserthus, Sweden on October 14th, 2000 (you
just put their names in to force me to read your
writing didn’t you Bunter? – H). This set is pretty
much the same as at Hemsby. Jack offers a
mixture of his mid-Fifties Sun material plus songs
that represent his period with Olympic and
material written and recorded in the last few years.
Earls’ voice still carries a lot of power; he sounds
great does Jack though the sound mixing is
slightly disappointing (the band and audience
sound very subdued). Still an interesting release
and a recording that catches Jack in typically
spirited form, enjoying himself as much as the
audience are enjoying him.

found himself on the Nau-Voo label out of
Portsmouth, Ohio and the two year tenure yielded
three singles; of most interest to me is the 1959
adaptation of the Bill Parsons hit ‘All American
Boy’ which, to me, takes on a bit of a Tex-Mex
flavour, also the excellent ‘You Gotta Have A
Ducktail’. The Dot and Nau-Voo sides are
consistently good but the material issued on Fern
in 1960-61 is uneven. This material generally
takes a poppier slant, though there's a decent
stab at Jimmy Donley’s ‘Born To Be A Loser’ and
‘Darling Take My Hand’ has a nice swamp-pop
feel to it, rather like Rod Bernard. However ‘Tattle
Tale’ and especially ‘Rip Van Winkle’ are bloody
awful; these would have come to be regarded as
dated even by 1964. The four songs that make up
the two Spider singles, ‘You Satisfy/Holding
Hands’ and ‘Are You Mad At Me/Silly Feeling’,
issued as by the Break-Outs, are marginally better
being, as one might expect with material from
1963, very surf-based.

Billy Adams Rockin’ Thru The Years 1955 2002 Castle MRCD581

We then hear two curious demos from 1959 and
1964, the earliest being a kind of answer to
Conway Twitty’s ‘Star Spangled Heaven’ I guess,
and Bobby’s (and brother Charless) version of the
Everly’s classic must surely have been played for
laughs. As mentioned before, three excellent
songs from the 1998 recorded Legacy set follow
(it must be pointed out that though these tracks
were cut at the Sun Studios this is not the Billy
Adams who recorded for Sun in the early Sixties)
and, to bring the Billy Adams story more or less
up-to-date, we hear two tasty versions of ‘You
Heard Me Knockin’ and ‘Rock Pretty Baby’ as
recorded for Billy Block’s Western Beat Radio
show in Nashville in October last year. So,
although this CD doesn’t contain 27 absolute
corkers, it still has a very high batting average
and, as mentioned earlier, will sit nicely on your
shelf alongside Legacy. Apart from that we have
seen that Billy Adams can still deliver the goods
on stage in no uncertain terms; let’s hope he
returns and soon!

Rock Pretty Mama | True Love Will Come Your Way |
You Heard Me Knockin’ | You Gotta Have A Ducktail |
Walkin’ Star | That’s My Baby | Return Of The All
American Boy | The Fun House | Blue Eyed Ella |
Darling Take My Hand | Tender Years | Rock Pretty
Mama (Alt) | Tattle Tale | Born To Be A Loser | Sleep
Baby Sleep | Rip Van Winkle | You Satisfy | Holding
Hands | Are You Mad At Me | Silly Feeling | Keep The
Flag Waving | Bird Dog | Honey Bee | Holy Jesus |
Rockabilly Special | You Heard Me Knockin’ | Rock
Pretty Mama

The trio of Hemsby headliners put under the CD
microscope for this issue is completed by
Kentucky born Billy Adams who surprised a not
inconsiderable amount of people with a solid
rockin’ set in the Pontins ballroom. Some of you
may have heard (or may own) the album that
announced his return to recording real
Rock'n'Roll, issued in 2000, and entitled Legacy. If
not, fear not, for three corkers from that set are
included in this retrospective. Actually this Castle
collection acts as an ideal companion to Legacy
as it contains all known recordings from the early
part of Adams' career, for Dot, Spider, Nau-Voo,
Quincy and Fern. We also hear an alternate or
two, a demo or two plus a couple of recent
versions of his early successes as heard on
American radio.

Various Artists The Rebel/Rebel Ace Records
Story Stompertime STCD 16
Dry Run - Parker Cunningham | What’s On Your Mind
| Rockin’ Mama | Since My Baby Said Goodbye | North
To Alaska | Rosalie | Big Boss Man | Jim Dandy –
Handy Man | Wake Me Up - Shelby Smith | Rockin’
Daddy | I'm A Ramblin’ Man | Blue Suede Shoes Doug McClure | Dissatisfied | That’s All You Gotta Do
- Virgle Baker | Dudley Do-Rite | Call Me Mr
Lonesome | Give Me One More Chance - Jimmy
Evans | Reaching Out | Blue Yodel No. 1 - Bob
Downen | My Babe | You’re The One - Johnny Sears |
Becky Ann - The Four Jacks | I'll Always Care - Glen
A Linder | The Open Road | I’m Gonna Be A Wealthy
Man | Overdrawn On Heartaches | You're Both The
Cheating Kind - Eddy Beers | True Love Where Have
You Gone | Oregonian Blues - Alma Herndon |
Country Life | The Big Hurt - Brenda Kaye Riley |
Troubles, Troubles - Bobby Davis | How Can I Tell Her
| Ain’t Gonna Work Tomorrow - The Davis Brothers

But let's take it from the top. ‘Rock Pretty Mama’
represents Billy Adams’ first single release (for the
Quincy label in 1957) and, as Stuart Colman and
Tony Wilkinson rightly opine in their excellent
booklet notes, this is a classic chugging slice of
Southern rockabilly. An alternate take, first
unleashed on the 1987 MCA CD 20 Rockabilly
Classics, is included on this CD. 1958 saw the
release of a single on Dot, coupling a ballad, ‘True
Love For Will Come Your Way’, with the gutsy
‘You Heard Me Knockin’. By year's end, Adams
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The third volume of Memphis Rockabillies,
Hillbillies and Honky Tonkers trains the spotlight
on the Rebel and Rebel Ace labels (and its
relatives Smitty, FHR and Silver Skip) whose story
is unfolded in painstaking detail by Stompertime
supremo Dave Travis in the CD booklet. Briefly
though, the Rebel/Rebel Ace series of labels was
founded in the mid-Fifties by Shelby Smith, a
singer/guitarist from Hooker Bend, Tennessee. In
the first half of that decade he found himself
working with Red Foley in Springfield, Missouri on
the Ozark Jubilee radio show.

label should borrow the old HMV (His Master's
Voice) sub-title, The Hallmark Of Quality.
Boppin’ Brian









Dr Dale’s Casebook
(The good Dr Dale continues to help the helpless)

First off, a letter of apology (with explanation) from
the man himself.
Dear Woody,
Sorry I was struggling at Hemsby. We never really
caught up with each other as you departed on
Sunday and by then I was back to my old self
having prescribed myself an infallible remedy. The
reason for my ill-health was on account of Daletitis
‘B’ strain which was contracted on the golf course
at Pyrford.

The CD, like all Stompertime releases, is more
than generous in content; 34 songs with 79
minutes playing time. There are more country
sounds than rockabilly here but the country
material, much of it new to me, is generally of a
reasonable to high standard. Parker Cunningham
gets the feast off to a good start with the rockin’
‘Dry Run’ from 1960; other artistes with single
entries on this CD are the Four Jacks in a rare
instance of Memphis doo-wop, Glen A Linder with
a likeable track in a style not unlike Ral Donner
and Bobby Davis with a jaunty country offering.
Alma Herndon? With a voice like that she should
go far. Venezuela for example (Audrey Williams
must have been her voice coach). The Davis
Brothers are Everly’s inspired and aren’t too bad.
Eddy Beers’ (like the name!) contributions are
pleasant country affairs while Doug McClure’s trio
of previously un-issueds include interesting
versions of the Eddie Bond/Sonny Fisher classic
and a popular song by Carl Perkins (!), Virgle
Baker’s songs are agreeable country. Bob
Downen’s ‘Reaching Out’ is a country weeper that
didn't excite too much but his version of ‘T For
Texas’ is quite good.

Armed with Gene Vincent's leather underwear
(which was never changed during his last tour),
Ken Major's maggots which he forgot to open for
two months, Papard’s eau de cologne No. 7,
Wilkinson's tangy green and red pepper dipper
and a box of August camembert, I carefully boiled
the ingredients in a bowl, gently simmering before
adding some out of date Tapioca and Viagra. I
then placed a hotel towel over my head and the
results were instantaneous.
The rejuvenated doctor leapt in the air, opened
the bottle of Papard’s eau de cologne and then
thought the better of rubbing it into his youthful
face. He would have a reunion with Linda Lee
Smith of the Waverly. Racing down the corridor he
nearly bowled over a portly, grumpy gentleman
who bawled “Dale you prat! You are two minutes
late for the meal”.

Jimmy Evans, who unsuccessfully auditioned for
Sun and worked with Conway Twitty and Ronnie
Hawkins early in their careers, offers some nice
country sounds on his three songs from 1968.
Johnny Sears’ version of ‘My Babe’ is ruined by
what NDT’s Jim Raper wonderfully referred to as
“singing ants” while Brenda Kaye Riley's two are
very much in the Jean Shepard/Connie Smith bag.
And what of the Shelby Smith tracks? On ‘What's
On Your Mind’ he occasionally drifts out of tempo,
however on ‘Rockin’ Mama’ things take an upward
turn, good piano on this. I also liked the Sun-like
shuffle of ‘Since My Baby Said Goodbye’; this has
strong Jerry Lee overtones; his version of ‘North
To Alaska' is interesting but not a patch on the
Singing Fisherman, better is his version of ‘Big
Boss Man’ with more of a country tinge. ‘Rosalie’
and ‘Wake Me Up’ are workmanlike country and
‘Jim Dandy – Handy Man’ is a decent mid-tempo
bopper. So not altogether the strongest set
material wise but the good stuff is indeed very
good and it's always great to discover Memphis
labels that you hadn't heard about before. As
always, Rob Keyloch does a wonderful job with
the mastering; congrats as usual to Dave T whose

The crestfallen doctor was led into the bar by the
knee by the irate sage who proceeded to stand on
a chair, viciously tweaking the physician’s ear.
“This prat, late again, totally useless deaf prat,
thinks that Jack Earls is the star so far - Hayden
and Billy are just as good”, the white sport coated
man jeered.
Dr Charles Joseph Dale pressed a button in his
wallet
and
poor
Tony
Wilkinson
fell
unceremoniously into Dave Travis’ shell-suited
lap, causing 20 CDs of ‘The Last Saturday Night’
to fall on the floor. “Game, set and match Antoine
and yes, I have some strange but powerful ways,”
gloated the imperious Doctor.
Alcohol and Hair
A very worse for wear Gordon Backcomber from
Manchester approached me at the campsite
during the weekend, complaining of the effect
alcohol was having on his constitution. The kindly
G.P. chided him gently about his weakness and
then proceeded to advise him on a possible cure.
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“Gordon old boy, do have a pint of beer but,
before you have a second, you must drink three
pints of Dandelion and Burdock and, after the
third, my prune and custard remedy. This will
entirely clear up your problem.

a holiday to Leigh-on-Sea. Hence your name Lee.
As a fellow Sagittarian, I can assure you that,
luckily, I do not suffer from these symptoms. Ask
Brian Joliffe, Tony Gamblin, Keith Papard or
Darren Travis. At the moment I’m listening to a
CD with lots of Little Domino and Fats Richard
tracks.
With sympathy,
Dr Dale.

The next day a sober but greedy Gordon decided
to test the patience of the good doctor again.
Apparently, and not surprisingly, the dubious
bootleg ‘Hair Houdini’ had not worked wonders for
him. He had received a written warning from his
employers for turning up in the morning with a
pillow stuck to his head.

Advert
DOCTOR DALE’S MEDICALLY APPROVED
BOOTS AS WORN BY KEITH WOODS AND
THE GOOD DOCTOR

Doctor Dale grimaced and looked the wretched
Backcomber up and down. “Okay Gordon, this
prescription is expensive and you will probably
have to hitch a lift home in the back of some
group’s van. Rub this ointment into your chin and
within two months a beret will appear on your
head. Woody and I can testify to this ointment’s
success. Should you wish for something grander,
save your money and I shall prescribe you
something at Camber Sands to produce an ass’s
cap”.

These stylish boots will
enhance
your
social
standing. No more being
described as boring, garish
or
common.
Corns,
bunions and athlete’s foot
will cease to exist. Further
accessories for this boot are available. Blades for
ice-skating, studs for football,
knife
attachment
for
Communist spies, flippers for
swimming, toe caps for
industrial
use,
electronic
belching and farting control,
2½ foot rubber extension for fishing, wings for
gliding (but remember parachute) plus many
more. This footwear has everything, whether you
are an aspiring Tory politician, spy, footballer,
frogman, Teddy Boy, ice skater
or fisherman. Keith Woods and
the good Doctor will be
modelling
these
wonderful
boots at the next meet up.

We reprint here a letter from a couple of issues
back with the good Doctor’s response;
Dear Dr Dale
As a fellow Sagittarian and father of two I am sure you
can sympathise with my problem.
Despite giving my children a strict Rock’n’Roll
upbringing my eldest daughter still finds difficulty in
distinguishing between Sidney 'Hardrock' Gunter who
recorded ‘Jukebox Help Me Find My Baby’, Arthur 'Big
Boy' Crudup who wrote ‘My Baby Left Me’, and Arthur
Gunter of ‘Baby Let's Play House’ fame.
Daughter number two mixes up King Curtis, King Karl,
King records of Cincinnati, and even Sid King and the
Five Strings with the kings of England, and thinks that
the real names of Princes William and Edward are
Rock-A-Billy and Teddy Boy.

Letters of commendation from happy customers
I have now swum the Channel four times and back and
the boots are still good as new.
A Crawler, Portsmouth.
Brings back the fun in gliding.
Squadron Leader Biggles, Cobham, Surrey.
To chances, two goals. The boots are fantastic.
Michael Owen, England.
From losing my deposit at the local election I am now a
councillor thanks to your lovely boots.
Tory councillor Hubert Crook, Brixton.
Since wearing your elegant boots I have had three gold
discs.
Pat Boone, U.S.A.
The first day I went fishing in your excellent boots, I
caught a 50 pound pike with a 5 pound roach in its
mouth and the stream was only two yards wide.
K.Major, Enfield.
Dave gave me Doctor Dale’s wonderful boots on our
anniversary. So it's goodbye Cilla as I now have her job
and Jerry Lee will be appearing free for a week at the
Royal Naval, Plaistow with his all-star American band.
Chrissie Webb, West Dulwich.
These boots just slay me - wonderful grip on chimneys.
S Claus, Lapland.
I was a spotty, ugly lad with no money and of no fixed

Now, to cap it all, my dear mother cannot remember
whether she named me after Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Lee
Perkins, Billy Lee Riley, Bobby Lee Trammell, Jackie
Lee Cochran, or a Bobbettes 45. What am I to do?
Yours despairingly
Rockin' Mr Lee
London E15

Dear Mr Lee,
I am truly sorry to inform you that I am unable to
assist you in this serious condition but I have
discovered the reason for this dreadful affliction.
This, I am afraid, will come as a terrible shock to
you and your family. This illness is entirely
incurable and unfortunately is in your family’s
genes.
I'm afraid your mother is the culprit. Nine months
before you came into this world the good lady took
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address. Nothing to lose, I said, so I purchased these
wonderful boots. Today I am having a two and-a-half
million pound dream house built for Liz Hurley and
myself and can at last afford to go to Hemsby thanks to
Dr Dale.
Jack Simple, Lytham St Annes.
These boots were really made for walking.
Nancy Sinatra, U.S.A.
As these boots are so smart I shall buy a new shell suit
to complement them.
D.Travesty, Botley.

is a support slot so they will be onstage earlier
than usual. Alas, I will not be there as I am
otherwise engaged in Antwerp that evening.
Bowling for Soup have announced dates for
early next year in addition to their current hectic
schedule. Look out for next month’s edition of MM
for more details.
The Damned, The Blockheads and Wreckless
Eric play the Fairfield Halls Croydon some time in
November, I think!

Yes these testimonials speak for themselves. Can
you afford to be without this incredible footwear?
Order them now from Dr Dale Enterprises,
Charley Street, (offer limited to two pairs per
household).

MM
The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board would like
to wish Matt all the best in his new home but wonders
whether their invitation to the house-warming got lost in
the post or was inadvertently sent to Croydon Council
in lieu of payment for Council Tax.

Keith, I do hope you like these boots. I am sure
they will bring you luck. I confidently expect 'Tales
From The Woods' to exceed the sales figures of
the Sun within the next six months or my money
back for the boots.

















SOUL KITCHEN

Marffa's Muffins

Comin to bring you some soul, so down to soul
biznizz...

Of late, Marffa’s Muffins has been too blooming
busy for words. Busy moving house and all
associated with it (if I have to speak to Croydon
council about the council tax again, I'm going to
scream!), the little problem of not having a
computer is a bit of a bind also. I have access to
one at work but, you guessed it, they expect me to
work when I'm there! Incredible, I know. In short I
don't have anything for you this month, not even a
gig list!

CD OF THE MONTH
JAMES CARR YOU GOT
MY MIND MESSED UP
KENT 211
Goldwax LP 3001. Pouring Water On A Drowning Man
: Love Attack : Coming Back To Me Baby : I Don't Want
To Be Hurt Anymore : That's What I Want To Know :
These Ain't Raindrops : The Dark End Of The Street :
I'm Going For Myself : Lovable Girl : Forgetting You :
She's Better Than You : You've Got My Mind Messed
Up. Extra Tracks. These Arms Of Mine : You Don't
Want Me : There Goes My Used To Be : A Lucky Loser
: Dixie Belle : Search Your Heart : Sock It To Me - Baby
: My Adorable One : Love Is A Beautiful Thing : Life
Turned Her That Way : A Losing Game : What Can I
Call My Own.

However, I would like to offer my warmest
congratulations to Mr JOHN OTWAY for his
recent chart hit of Bunsen Burner! You may
remember that a couple of months ago I reviewed
a gig of his and Attila the Stockbroker at the Verge
in Kentish Town? If you do, then you will recall his
plan for a birthday present of a hit which would
mean that he wouldn't be a one hit wonder any
longer. Well, after a lot of hard work by his fans,
both buying and promoting his single, he charted
at number 9 in the British chart!

Ace Records’ raid on the Goldwax label last
October bought us the indispensable James Carr
CD, THE COMPLETE GOLDWAX SINGLES,
which naturally was awarded five soulboys. I
make no excuses for featuring the Southern Soul
giant a second time, in this very much sought after
slot.

This was an outstanding achievement, both in
getting the single from conception to the charts,
but also in the fact that he involved so many of his
fans (around 900 people recorded the B side over
two days at Abbey Road studios) all of which were
listed on the record sleeve. His appearance on
Top Of The Pops was something to behold. A
typical Otway performance included him ripping
his shirt off several times and an amazing
Therimin solo! A truly memorable experience and
one I have captured on video for posterity.
Congratulations, you played the system and won!

James was not only a master of the soul ballad,
he brought to life the pain and hurt of being a
loser, with such awesome emotional intensity,
which resulted in some of the greatest soul music
ever committed to record. I defy any listener to
remain unmoved by his suffering. THE ALBUM.
YOU GOT MY MIND MESSED UP is simply one
of the greatest soul albums of all time. This, his
first Goldwax album, was originally released in
1967, it's a cohesive blend of searing pain and
yearning drenched ballads, along with a
splattering of Memphis style up-tempo soul. Each

Breaking news!
Pimp play the Dublin Castle 2nd November. This
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of the twelve tracks defines what soul music is all
about.

Got My Mind Messed Up' He's messed up again,
this time there seems no hope for James, his
mind’s gone completely, his madness results in
one of the all time great deep soul offerings.

'Pouring Water On A Drowning Man' opens with
guitar and organ, a smooth rolling ballad with
James rasping away. 'Love Attack'. - James has
often been tagged, unfairly, as the poor man's
Otis (Redding), on this track though it really could
be Otis in his phrasing and style. Guitar, organ
with a relish of brass to start, before our man spills
out his tortured heartbreak. He's had mumps,
measles, whooping
cough,
double
pneumonia,
but
always been able to
shake it off, but not
this 'Love Attack',
"You hit me like
lightning, I'm down
with a love attack",
bowing out with a
heart wrenching "I
Love You". - deep,
deep brilliance.

THE TWELVE BONUS TRACKS. Previously
unissued, outside of Japan. These tracks are, in
the main, as stunning as the album material,
check out 'A Lucky Loser', 'Love Is A Beautiful
Thing' and 'Love Turned Her That Way', and one
of my favourites, originally recorded by Wee Willie
Walker, 'There Goes My Used To Be'. Anything by
James Carr is a must have. Apparently there's
more to come from Ace. Like it's predecessor, this
CD is awarded five soulboys and any others that
may be floating around looking for a soul home.
RATING (out of 5) 5 Soulboys


LIVE
SOLOMON BURKE
Barbican 6/10/2002
The draw of Solomon was such,
that many Woodies curtailed
their Rock'n'Roll weekender at Hemsby to witness
his first visit to these shores in some thirty years. I
don't think anyone who attended could have left
disappointed, as this was one of the greatest
concerts in ages. From the bottom of his large
soul, with his amazingly powerful voice, this
master of soul mixed new songs from his recent
album with his past hits and some spirit lifting
gospel. On returning from the bar after the
interval, centre stage there was the throne. Huge,
garishly furnished in red velvet with a golden
crown motif at the rear, surrounded by roses, it sat
unoccupied under the spotlights. Then came the
twelve piece band, including a female harpist,
opening the show with a couple of funky
instrumentals.

'Coming Back To Me Baby' is a masterful uptempo stomper with a sax break amidst a punchy
brass with James in full flight "Gotta gotta". 'I Don't
Want To Be Hurt Anymore' is a beautiful
beseeching ballad, as good as anything he's
recorded. He knows he's not the perfect guy, but
he doesn't want to be hurt, "Don't hurt me no
more" he pleads, tremendous soul over a swaying
brass section. 'That's What I Want To Know'
another stomper, you could picture Otis prancing
and strutting across the stage to this pounding
brassy number. 'These Ain't Raindrops' another
tremendous slowy. Oh dear our man is having a
bad time again, he cries "I will wait a million years"
a tantalising organ passage behind the brass
highlights his desperation.
'Dark End Of The Street' the definitive version of
this adulterous tale of stolen love, need I say
more, a classic. 'I'm Going For Myself' we find
James in a happier mood on this track taking no
shit from people who try to put his woman down.
Guitar mixed with brass and tinkling organ, results
in another wondrous gem. 'Lovable Girl' the first of
four tracks from the pen of O B McClinton,
injecting into the proceedings the country side of
soul. O B could knock out a good tune. James
sings the praises of his girl here. 'Forgetting You' .
He's on his own again, done her wrong, but
doesn't want to live the rest of his life forgetting
her. Deep southern soul gets no deeper, with
brass answering every line, James squealing "I
love you from the bottom of my heart, tell me we'll
never part", magic.

Then the larger than life self styled crowned King
of Rock'n'Soul appeared, with cane and wrapped
in a leopard skin overcoat, being fussed over by
his valet, waddling towards his throne, and finally
slumping back onto a large red cushion. He
commanded over the audience, seated for almost
the entire show, his vast bulk would inhibit any
standing or walking. "I come with a message of
love from America" then into 'Cry To Me', a
medley followed, "Turn back the times" he says, 'If
You Need Me', 'Tonight's The Night', 'What Am I

'She's Better Than You' How nasty, now he's
found someone better than his last girl and is
excitedly telling her so. Slow mournful brass over
an uninvited guitar, another magic gem. 'You've
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There are shadows on the sidewalk of the city streets
at night,
in alleyways, ugly things are hidden from the light,
and somewhere soon my baby is gonna sell her soul
again
for a custom tailor, lady killer they call the Sugarman,
yeah. I search the back streets and bar rooms and
every cheap hotel,
asking for my baby, they all knew her well.
Well they said she's out there working for the wages of
sin
and if you wanna find your baby, maybe look for
Sugarman.
Spoken Well tonight I found her in the sorriest part of
town, laid cold under the bed where she had laid her
body down, I picked up the needle that had fallen from
her hand and stuck it through the money that she had
made for Sugarman.
Singing There are shadows on the sidewalk of the city
streets at night,
in alleyways, ugly things are hidden from the light.
But the sun will shine tomorrow on some dirty garbage
can
and a custom tailor made killer they called the
Sugarman.
Spoken He's got a brand new eldorado, one of them
hundred and fifty dollar silk shark skin suits laid with a
diamond ring. Yeah, I hope someone pulls his teeth out
and serve him neckbones for dinner. Man I'm so sick of
this man I wish his pants would turn to bulldogs and
bite his legs off from the knee cap down, this dude they
call Sugarman. Man if I had me one of them double
barrel shotguns I’d break it down and fill him full of that
lead.

living For', "Easy, easy". 'It's Just A Matter Of
Time'.
Vocally his preaching style of soul has lost nothing
over the years, it's an incredible instrument, his
amazing range, powerful yet so soft when the
moment suited, shifting the emphasis in a single
note. From the new album DON'T GIVE UP ON
ME came 'Soul Searching' which he performed
with great depth, rolling around on his throne like
Humpty Dumpty, ripping his coat off. Female fans
were beckoned to the master’s feet to be handed
a single red rose. The vintage 'He'll Have To Go'
was followed by another newy, Van Morrison's
'Fast Train'. Requests from the floor resulted in
one highlight of so many, a truly scorching
rendition of 'The Price' his powerful vocals shook
the hall. 'Got To Get You Off My Mind' followed,
then back to the new album for Tom Waits’
galloping 'Diamond In Your Mind'.
Singalong with Sol as he ran through a
Stax/Atlantic medley 'Sitting On The Dock Of The
Bay', 'Stand By Me', 'Spanish Harlem', 'Fa Fa Fa
Fa Fa'. Solomon exceeded further on 'None Of Us
Are Free' a heavy fusion of gospel meets soul
moment, bringing church to the Barbican. Dan
Penn's 'Don't Give Up On Me' is another
excursion into the soul of the man. The Band sat
the next few numbers out as Solomon, solo,
moved effortlessly through more Sol classics,
'Can't Nobody Love You', 'Down In The Valley',
'Just Out Of Reach'.

SAM BAKER was born 14th June 1941 in
Jackson, Mississippi. He began singing with his
high school choir and graduated to the college
glee club. Whilst at college he formed a combo
and played local hops over the state of
Tennessee. His combo became involved with a
tour of one nighters with Jimmy Reed and Clyde
McPhatter. It was Clyde who noticed Sam’s
potential and encouraged him to take up the
music business professionally, after hearing the
band perform 'What'd I Say'. Shortly afterwards
Sam signed with the Phil Walden Booking Agency
and on graduating from college, went straight on
the road, primarily as a blues artist.

The show’s climax involved an invited stage
invasion, during a rousing 'Proud Mary',
precluding an encore and leaving the band to play
'Everybody Needs Somebody To Love' minus
their singer. Yes, at times his performance was
over the top outrageous theatre, that was both
hilarious but always captivating. Everyone who
witnessed this performance will have it long live
on in their memory. King Solomon is very entitled
to his throne.
CLICKS and FLUFF....
ITS IN THE WORDS (ex Vinyl
Spotlight)
SAM BAKER.....
Sugarman...
Sound Stage 7
I was playing through some old
Southern Soul styled albums
recently, resulting in the great
Sam Baker album on Charley receiving a long
overdue airing. Amongst his brilliant deep country
influenced soul grit, this track, completely out of
context with the rest of the album, stuck with me.
This eerie and superbly arranged anti-drug song,
sung by Sam with so much conviction. It's written
by Kris Kristofferson, who I guess must have
recorded it at sometime, on second thoughts
seems very unlikely, can anyone shed any light?

His first recordings were for the small Copa
Records in 1960. Some years later in 1964 he
moved to Athens Records for a couple, which also
were released on Hermitage, who also put out a
couple of other singles. He also had one release
on Saadia. Steadily gaining experience and
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popularity around the blues circuit, Sam switched
to the Monument group, being signed to John
Richbourgh’s Sound Stage 7 set up, a subsidiary
of Monument Records. Along with Roscoe
Shelton, Sam, who had now made the transition
from blues to soul, was among the first releases
from John Richbourgh, when he took over artistic
control of Sound Stage in 1965. Sam was a
mainstay on the label for over five years during
the sixties, releasing some twelve singles, and
one album, selling well regionally.

the arms of love
Sound Stage 7 2585 I can't turn her loose/That's
all I want from you (1967)
Sound Stage 7 2590 I believe in you/I'm number
one
Sound Stage 7 2601 Sunny/I can't stand it
Sound Stage 7 2613 I can't break away/Comin to
bring you some soul
Sound Stage 7 2620 Sugarman/Strange sensation
Sound Stage 7 2630 Hold back, girl/I love you
(1968)
Sound Stage 7 2636 It's all over/I love you (1969)
Hollywood
1126 Slow down baby/Why
does a woman treat a man
so bad (1968)
Any additions, corrections would be very much
appreciated.

John Richbourgh tried very hard to break him, but
it's a mystery why he never achieved the national
success he so richly deserved. During the late
sixties he toured for eighteen months as part of
the Sam and Dave revue, making an appearance
in London in 1968 with the revue. After his spell
with Sound Stage 7 he had releases in 1968 on
the Hollywood label and in 1969 a one off on USA
Records. After this he appeared to have drifted
back to the blues scene, then into obscurity. One
of the greats of Southern Soul, with a voice that
could shake apples from a tree, spiralling up from
his strong tenor to an expressive wailing falsetto is
pure soul.

MORE LOST SOULS
ERMA FRANKLIN
It has been a sad year regarding some of the
great soul singers who have passed away. Now
soul sister Erma Franklin, sister of Aretha and
Carolyn died from cancer on September 7th in
Detroit. Erma will always be remembered for her
massive hit 'Piece Of My Heart' first in 1967 then
on re-release in 1992, with the help of a Levi jean
commercial.

SAM BAKER DISCOGRAPHY
Copa
So long/Crazy about you
baby (1960)
Copa
Cry cry cry/Sweet woman
Athens/Hermitage Sweet little angel/ ? (1964)
Athens/Hermitage Don't feel rained on/The best
of luck to you

Born 1939 in Shelby
Mississippi, Erma sang
in the choir run by her
father, Reverend C L
Franklin, at the New
Baptist
Church
in
Detroit, before forming
in the mid fifties a short
lived gospel group The
Cleo-Patrettes
at
school. After touring with her father's gospel group
for a few years, Erma moved to New York in 1962
and signed to Epic Records, releasing a few
singles over a four year period, and the album MY
NAME IS ERMA. Failing to gain any real
recognition at Epic, she joined the Lloyd Price
Orchestra as featured vocalist.
In 1967 she was offered a contract by Bert Bern's
to record for Shout Records and scored a top 10
R&B hit with 'Piece Of My Heart’. When Shout
Records folded she put her singing career on hold
to work for IBM. In 1969, however, she signed to
Brunswick Records, were she recorded a
sensational version of Jackie Wilson's 'I Get The
Sweetest Feeling', and the Northern soul favourite
'Gotta Find Me A Lover', an album SOUL SISTER,
all failed to sell. After that she occasionally did
background vocals for sister Aretha. Erma spent
much of the last thirty years running Boysville, a
child care charity in Detroit. Erma made one visit
to the UK , as far as I know, along with Wilson
Pickett in September 1969. During her life sadly
she was often in the shadows of famous sister
Aretha Franklin.

Hermitage 824

Stormin & rainin blues/Keep
on scratchin (1964)
Hermitage
?
Saadia
These blues are getting me
down/Do right man (1964)
Sound Stage 7 ?
You can't see the blood/ ?
Sound Stage 7 2550 Something tells me/
Sometimes you have to cry
(1965)
Sound Stage 7 2560 You can't see the blood/Don't
feel rained on (1966)
Sound Stage 7 2568 Let me come on home/
Someone bigger than you
and me
Sound Stage 7 2579 Just a glance away/Safe in
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they appear. As is the case with Sam and Bill. My
scribbled notes tell me that it was the Streatham
Locarno. This was some evening, if Sam & Dave
were wild, where does this leave Sam & Bill,
completely bonkers? Wild is not the word, they
both share lead vocals, they scream, holler,
perform acrobats, sing lying on the stage. At one
point Sam does a head over heels and lands
across Bill's thighs, only to be carried into the
audience, still hollering and testifying. Now that's
soul man. I'll put my bits of paper away for another
time, and bid you all a fond farewell until next
time.

BARBARA RANDOLPH
Motown recording artist Barbara Randolph, was
never a mainstream act at Motown, but she can
lay claim to one of Motown's all time classics with
'I Got A Feeling'. Previous to this she had been
with the Platters, before joining Motown as a
potential Supreme, replacing Florence Ballard. But
it was as a solo artist she had her first release in
1967, she was just seventeen when she recorded
'I Got A Feeling', one other release followed, a
tremendous version of Marvin Gaye's 'Can I Get A
Witness'. She was just 52 when she died 15th
July after a long battle with cancer.

Remember
keeping on

POTTED PUD'S and FEED BACK
BUNNY SIGLER.
Another Bunny sighting. Now
currently
fronting
The
Trammps.
Also
a
new
recording from the legend is
imminent.
OTIS REDDING.
On the morning of the flight to
Madison, Redding had been
warned of bad weather and was advised to
postpone his trip. His loyalty to his fans forced him
to proceed. It was the only engagement of his
career that he ever missed. Otis Redding lost his
life on route December 10th 1967. To
commemorate his death thirty five years ago, next
month’s Kitchen will be devoted to Otis Redding,
whom many would say is the undisputed king of
soul.
UTRECHT.
The nearest thing to soul this year could be Jimmy
Church, who had a few soul things out in the
sixties, on Okeh and Sound Stage 7. 'Right On
Time' is a rather tasty Impression's inspired sixties
floater.
NO SOUL IN THE SINGLE BOX.
Well what can you say,
unfortunately the wrong
picture appeared in the
obituary
to
Roscoe
Shelton. I have no
excuses.
But
one
observant TFTW reader
spotted
it.
Naughty
Soulboy thought he may
get away with it. I blame
the bad single box for
their lack of soul, not to
have noticed. To make
up here's a genuine pic
of Roscoe.
BLUE-EYED SOUL.
Someone passed a comment recently that Jimmy
Justice could be the best blue-eyed British soul
singer, now that's interesting. Perhaps Mr Millar
could comment. Altogether now "When my little
girl is smiling".
SAM AND BILL.
It always happens, I spend weeks looking for bits
of paper, then as soon as I send the kitchen off,

to

keep

on

SOULBOY
Playboy with a whole lotta
soul









Frolicks With The
Funkster

The Funkster comes out of hibernation… and
immediately falls asleep again.

A busy time … indeed so much happening that I’d
almost forgotten that our Keith needed a column
for his October issue but hopefully we can make
up this time. Only a couple of weeks before, I had
a phone call telling me Linda Gail Lewis was
playing the Half Moon in Putney but this coincided
with a Billy Fury tribute gig at the Ace Café, so
numbers were down at the Half Moon but we
managed to drown our sorrows. Linda’s
performance with the Avengers was very tight and
professional obviously plugging songs from her
Out Of The Shadows album (by the time this
reaches print the manufacture and distribution of
her album will have changed from RMG to Ted
Carroll’s Ace label). She was extremely pleased to
learn that her recording of ‘Dark End Of The
Street’ was included on a new double CD set from
Warner’s, Oh Sister Where Art Thou. A few
heavyweights such as Dolly Parton, Emmylou
Harris and the Judds are also present.
Other musical goodies have come my way. In the
issue before last I mentioned a two CD set of Les
Paul entitled Guitar Wizard on Proper, a
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generous collection of tracks (50 in all) dating
back as far as 1936. Paul’s distinctive guitar work
was to be heard on a session with singer/pianist
Georgia White who recorded for Decca Records,
‘Black Rider’, ‘I Just Want Your Stingaree’, ‘New
Dupree Blues’. Over the next ten years Les
recorded sessions with the Andrews Sisters, Bing
Crosby, Helen Forrest, also releasing sides as the
Les Paul Trio. He was so good that Decca’s Jack
Kapp wanted to make him musical director of the
label but Paul declined the offer, just preferring to
act as a sideman who could take what jobs he
pleased. Now this is where things get a little more
interesting and perhaps history might have
changed. Les had worked up a multi-tracked
guitar version of ‘Lover’ and played it to the
bigwigs at Decca who decided it was a gimmick
and, if they released it, they’d be run out of town
on a rail. Les was naturally a little miffed that his
good friends at Decca turned him down but, the
story goes, he headed down the road to Capitol
Records and played the dub to Jim Conklin. He
drafted a contract on an envelope there and then
and made arrangements to issue ‘Lover’ b/w
‘Brazil’, Capitol 13037.

Loves A Nut, John R Cash, The Man In Black,
Happiness Is You. The Bear Family box sets
cover Johnny’s career up to and including Hello,
I’m Johnny Cash but I like to own the originals and
in the issued running order.
Also turning up in the sales are many of Charly’s
double CD sets (what is happening at Charly? Do
they still exist as a record company releasing new
re-issues?). A 60-track set of Johnny and the
Hurricanes, The Definitive, CPCD 8193-2. I’ve
never been greatly keen on instrumental bands
although, of course, they were very popular but I
figured that this set would fill a gap and, at £4.99
you can’t complain. You do get ‘Rocking Goose’,
Red River Rock, ‘Beatnik Fly’, ‘Buckeye’ etc but is
does wear a little thin after a while.
Most of you can’t have failed to notice the big
hype over Elvis – 30 Number Ones. Billboards,
TV ads, newspaper ads, everything but the
kitchen sink (wait a minute… the men’s room at
BMG in Putney has an ‘I LOVE ELVIS’ sticker on
the sink!). The idea is good but did you know that
there’s been one big cock up over the versions of
‘A Fool Such As I’ and ‘The Wonder Of You’?
They are not the original 45 versions (not on the
initial pressings, anyway) – an alternate (unissued) take of ‘Fool’ has been substituted while
the recording of ‘Wonder’ dates from another
show (there isn’t any studio version) and also
‘Heartbreak Hotel’ is said to have been remastered from a first generation tape (how’s
about bullocks – there’s so much echo it sounds
like a poor third or fourth generation master).
BMG wheeled out Priscilla Presley in the U.S. but
can anybody tell me why she is referred to as
Presley’s widow? Is somebody trying to rewrite
history – she is his ex-wife, not his bloody widow,
th
as the pair’s divorce became final on October 9
1973. Mind you, she didn’t pull anybody up when
the newspapers and TV prepared articles and
clips of Priscilla hosting the shindig for Elvis – 30
Number Ones. Up to his death in August 1977
he’d been dating Linda Thompson and Ginger
Alden. I know she runs the Elvis estate but who is
she trying to kid? Ex-wife, not widow.

The flood gates opened and a string of hits
followed:‘Nola’,
‘Little
Rock
Getaway’,
‘Whispering’, ‘Goofus’. ‘How High The Moon’ etc.
The 16 page booklet which accompanies the set
is full of wonderful information such as how he
met Mary Ford. It was in 1943 and they were
going steady but at that time she was known as
Mary Lou, shortening it to Mary. He felt a different
name was needed; they looked in the phone book,
saw the name Ford and Mary Ford was born. The
set ends with their rendition of ‘Jingle Bells’ cut in
New York in 1951. In 1958 the duo signed a new
recording contract with Columbia records but the
hits weren’t coming so often. They stayed with the
label until 1964/5. It’s a nice little set and, as I say,
the booklet is packed with wonderful insights. I got
mine at Finbarr in Folkestone for £6.99. Disc 1
covers the sides recorded for Decca (ending with
‘Steel Guitar Rag’ and ‘Guitar Boogie’) while disc 2
covers the Capitol recordings from 1947 to 1951.
Another one of my old favourites, Johnny Cash,
has been well served by Sony who’ve issued remastered CDs of many of his Columbia albums to
th
th
coincide with Johnny’s 70 birthday (26 February
1932). Some of these have extra tracks logged on
making them fine value for money (in the current
HMV sale, mine were down to £4.99). The
Fabulous (Cash’s first LP for Columbia), Songs
Of Our Soil, Carryin’ On (with June Carter),
America, Orange Blossom Special, Ragged
Old Flag, while his 1979 album Silver has two
bonus tracks with ole Possum (George Jones)
revisiting Cash’s ‘I Got Stripes’ and ‘I Still Miss
Someone’. It’s quite odd hearing new versions of
these classics, even more with ole George in tow.
With a little luck, some other fine albums of
Johnny’s might see a CD re-issue – Everybody

I see Marianne Faithful is at the Astoria in Charing
th
Cross Road on November 24 (Mars Bar optional
I’m told but you are meant to eat them) and
Michael Barrymore is in a new sit-com – Only
Pools And Corpses.
I don’t know if any of you folks have heard of the
Dixie Chicks, probably the best thing to happen to
country music in many years. They adopted a
traditional concept and sold tons of albums.
Unfortunately their third album has been delayed
owing to lawsuits including non-payment of
royalties (from Sony). If in doubt, take a listen to
‘Wide Open Spaces’ and ‘Fly’, produced by Blake
Chancey (if the surname seems familiar he is the
son of Ron Chancey who produced countless
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artists for MCA in the 80s including Brenda Lee
and Jerry Lee Lewis). The girls’ new album
‘Home’ continues the same tradition; ‘White Trash
Wedding’ is pure bluegrass so much so that, if Bill
Munroe were still alive, he’d be enthusing over the
girls’ latest epic. There is a lack of traditional
country music around these days but all of the
Chicks’ albums are a breath of fresh air – listen if
you can.

briefly in a shop doorway until being moved on by
the boys in blue.
As daylight broke a bus carrying workers to the
village of Stubbins picked us up, from where we
walked along the by-pass to Rawtenstall in a bitter
cold wind. I had to lend Nigel my overcoat for a
short spell as he was shivering in only his drape
suit, until we boarded the first bus to Burnley, and
then another one to Nelson where the driver
remarked that we looked like we were coming
back from the night before, to which our reply was
“We are!”
* * * * * *
Ten years ago this month our then editorial
assistant at work, Catherine Cooper, obtained an
invitation for me to attend a press conference
ahead of the Giants of Rock‘n’Roll concert at
Wembley starring my rockin’ piano heroes Jerry
Lee Lewis and Little Richard.

Lastly I raise a glass to one of the last hellraisers
who just died, Richard Harris. I bet the biggest
piss-up in heaven is happening with him, Richard
Burton, and Oliver Reed trying to drink each other
under the table. Harris was supposedly warned in
1981 that he’d die if he didn’t quit drinking. Well
folks, he didn’t give up and 21 years later he was
still with us (but the doc was right in the end,
wasn’t he? – H). His last screen role was in Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets – pass that
bottle to me…

The Funkster









SHAKY LEE'S
NOVEMBER NOTEBOOK
First of all, thanks to my ol’ pal Steve Howarth for
pointing out that the Johnny Cash show referred
to in my September Scrapbook actually took place
th
on 17 September 1971 (not 1970).
nd

On Saturday morning 22 November 1969 my
cousin Paul Turner, friend Nigel Haigh and myself
caught the bus to Manchester and then another
bus to Oldham to attend an Elvis party. The films
Love Me Tender and Follow That Dream were
shown during the afternoon and evening followed
by a record hop dominated by the rocking sounds
of the Mississippi Flash.

Alongside the various TV crews and national
newspaper hacks were friends Cliff White and
Dave Webb. Unfortunately, but rather predictably,
Jerry Lee failed to turn up, having elected to fly in
the following morning, but Little Richard was there
together with Johnny Preston, Chris Montez, Little
Eva, Lloyd Price, Bobby Vee and Duane Eddy.
Thanks to Chas “Dr Rock” White who led with the
most interesting questions, and Little Richard who
held court whilst encouraging the questioning of
not only himself but of his fellow artistes, the event
developing into a very entertaining half hour or so.

Fan Club chief Todd Slaughter was present, but it
was the lady organiser who captivated the
attention of us three adolescents, a friendly chick
called Win several years our elder, in her short
tight skirt, black stockings and stilettos.
Leaving the club at closing time we managed to
get a lift back into the centre of Manchester, and
then had to negotiate the 25 mile journey home on
foot as the last bus had long since gone. We
walked to the suburb of Whitefield and slept for a
while in a church, the front door of which was
open and then continued to Bury where we rested

Seated at the piano Mr Penniman played Jimmy
Reed’s ‘Baby What You Want Me To Do’, followed
by ‘Every Night About This Tim’ after which he
declared “That’s where Rock’n’Roll came from”.
Lloyd Price sang ‘Lawdy Miss Clawdy’, and Little
Richard concluded the session with a long boogie
woogie intro to ‘It’s Only Rock And Roll’.
As they left
standing on
neck, called
‘Get Down
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the stage Andy Kershaw, who was
a chair with his camera around his
out “Richard, just do the opening to
With It’.”
Little Richard paused

momentarily, looking somewhat bemused as if
he’d forgotten ever recording it!
* * * * * *
November gigs to note include:
th
Wednesday 20
Holmes Brothers at the
Borderline
rd
Saturday 23
Los Lobos/Flatlanders at the
Barbican
th
Friday 29
Comets at the Tennessee
Club
th
Saturday 30
James Hunter at the 100 Club
* * * * * *

diction, playing his big red Gibson just like ringing
a bell, before another bluesy excursion into ‘Mean
Old World’. ‘Rock And Roll Music’ preceded ‘Let
It Rock’, during which Chuck demonstrated that
he can still duck walk, and then the dancers were
invited on stage for ‘Reelin’ and Rockin’.
With “We gotta go, we gotta close the show” a
beaming Berry departed after precisely one hour
and a dozen numbers, leaving the crowd shouting
for more.
To sum up: grand intimate venue, responsive
audience, artist in fine form executing the
numbers concisely without meandering and good
sound and vision. What more could you ask for,
apart from a friendly bank manager?

Chuck Berry at the Café de Paris
Sunday 20th October 2002.
I only found out about this gig ten days
beforehand through connections at work, and I
managed to get my name on the guest list. With
admission set at £40 standing or £99 for a seat
and a meal, I wouldn’t have thought about
attending otherwise but boy, was I glad that I did.

Woo Hoo Wilkinson









Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

This trendy West End nightspot just off Leicester
Square gave off good vibes right from the start as
I entered to find a blues band going through their
paces. Accompanied by a female work colleague
I proffered a tenner for our order of a rum & coke
and bacardi & coke only to be informed by the
friendly bar fellow that would be £14! After picking
myself up from the floor we surveyed the plush
surroundings
and
enjoyed
an
excellent
Rock’n’Roll disco leading up to 10pm when it had
been announced Chuck would be appearing.

Donn Hecht, 72, who lived in Miami Beach for
almost 30 years and co-wrote the standard
Walkin' After Midnight with Alan Block, died
th
October 18 at Jackson Memorial Hospital from a
heart attack, said his daughter, Beverly Hecht.
“My father wrote until the last hour of his survival.
He then got dressed and went to the emergency
room. My dad was a smoker, and he walked into
the emergency room with a cigarette,” she said.
“He lived a very full life, and he lived the way he
wanted to. The life of a writer has its ups and
downs, but it's what he did.”

With trepidation, I gingerly approached the bar
and this time was relieved of fifteen of my hard
earned English pounds in exchange for two
drinks. Although admittedly large measures, I
could only think “Jazz Café all is forgiven” (having
berated them over bar prices in my June column).
By the way, the place was packed with people
eating and drinking, although I didn’t recognize a
soul – obviously I don’t mix in rich Rock’n’Roll
circles!

The mid-tempo ‘Walkin' After Midnight’ launched
the career of the late Patsy Cline in 1957 and
became her first country and pop crossover hit.
“Patsy didn't want to record it,”'' Hecht recalled in
a 1996 interview. “A wonderful person, but very
tough to get along with when it came to discussing
material.”

Anyway, on to the show. Finding a prime position
behind the mixing desk at the side of the stage,
three minutes after the appointed time a
rejuvenated Mr Berry stepped on stage and it was
straight into ‘Roll Over Beethoven’, followed in
quick succession by ‘School Days’, ‘Sweet Little
Sixteen’, and ‘Around And Around’.







Tom Dowd, whose career as a music producer
and engineer spanned more than a half-century,
has died. He was 77. Dowd, who worked with
music legends like Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin,
Eric Clapton, Otis Redding, the Allman Brothers
and Lynyrd Skynyrd, died Sunday at an assistedliving facility. No cause of death was immediately
announced.

Our vantage point meant that we were so close
we could have almost reached out and touched
him. Two days after his seventy-sixth birthday
Chuck looked in good shape in his peaked sailor’s
cap, spangly red shirt and neatly pressed grey
trousers as he slowed the pace a little for a take
on Elmore James’ ‘It Hurts Me Too’.

"He covered so many genres of music and had so
much passion for what he did," said Dana Dowd,
his daughter.
Dowd was considered a pioneer of eight-track and
studio recordings. He began working for a music
publishing company in 1947, then joined Atlantic

Moving on to ‘Memphis’, ‘Carol’, and ‘Little
Queenie’, Chuck spat out the lyric with clear
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Records later that year. Earlier this year, he
received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the
National Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences, presented during the 44th Grammy
Awards ceremonies.
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Horace Lee Logan, who started the country
music program "Louisiana Hayride" and first said
what became the catch-phrase "Elvis has left the
th
building," died Sunday, October 13 . He was 86.
Logan had pancreatitis and acute respiratory
distress syndrome.

Beginnings – Ralph Edwards
Opportunity – Murray Robinson
Exam Paper – Cliff White

Logan began in radio when he was 16, after
winning a contest to become an announcer on
KWKH-AM in Shreveport, Louisiana. He began
producing the Hayride, a country music show
performed before a live KWKH audience in
Shreveport's Municipal Auditorium, in 1948. It
survived only two years after Logan's departure in
1958.





Jerry Lee Trip (1) – Tony Papard
Jerry Lee Trip (2) – Kristof Fabry
Shows/Hemsby/CDs – Brian Clark
Casebook – Dr Charles Joseph Dale



Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade

Composer Ray Conniff died at 85 on Saturday,
October 12th at Palomar Medical Centre in
Escondido after falling down and hitting his head.
He had suffered a stroke in April. Conniff had
more than 100 recordings and produced 25 Top
40 albums for Columbia Records. He rendered
such classics as "Besame Mucho" and "New
York, New York," in a career that spanned six
decades.

November Notebook – Lee Wilkinson

His most memorable song may have been
"Somewhere My Love." The song was adapted
from French composer Maurice Jarre's "Laura's
Theme" from the film "Dr. Zhivago." It rose to the
top of the pop and easy-listening charts and won
Conniff a Grammy in 1966.

Very Sore Typing Fingers – ‘H’







Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
The Funkster – The Funkster
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
Website – FatBellyPeat
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‘Tales from the Woods’



care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

th

The next gang meet up will be Friday 29
November, at the King and Queen, Foley
Street, from 18:30 hours onwards. Depart for
a meal at approx. 20:15.
We are checking out another new venue this
month with the possibility of presenting gigs
there at some future date (pending
negotiations). Turn right out of Goodge
Street tube station, walk just a few yards and
turn right into Goodge Street. Walk about
150 yards before turning right into Cleveland
Street where you will soon find Foley Street
on the left. This is a tiny street where the
King and Queen will be found on the corner. I
look forward to seeing you all there.

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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